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Give Us aBreak

A First in Engineering

Trying to improve the STL band,
the FCC may have broken something
that didn't need to be fixed.

He started in radio mowing the lawn;
now Bert Goldman is top engineer
for a ' broadcast merchant bank.'
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This has been more
than three years in the making, amid
court challenges and appeals; but now it
actually looks likes it will happen:
Construction permits for 290 vacant FM
commercial channels are slated to go on
the FCC auction block on Nov. 3.
The commission and broadcast engineers contacted for this story are urging
potential bidders to use "due diligence"
in their transactions, in what they say will
mark abig step in fundamentally altering
and accelerating the procedure by which
broadcasters had typically attained spectrum since FM's inception several
decades ago.
Auction No. 37, as it is known, will
entail CPs in mostly small and rural markets in more than 40 states, in communities such as Bethel, Alaska, and Thayne,
Wyo. The November date marks the third
instance that a specific timeframe has
been announced for the auction.
For the most part, new FM allocations
have been frozen since 1997, when
Congress passed the Balanced Budget
Act. A year earlier, the D.C. Circuit
Court had invalidated the FCC's main
method for deciding licensing cases —
primarily through comparative hearings
WASHINGTON

Sign Up For
NewsBytes
Weekly Digest at
www.rwonline.com

— in Bechtel v. FCC.
Another dispute arose in 2000 when
National Public Radio took the FCC to
court over bidding procedures envisioned
by the commission between commercial
and non-commercial parties. In 2001, a
federal appeals court ruled in NPR's
favor, thus delaying matters once more.
The original date for Auction No. 37

had been May 2001; later it was postponed to December 2001. So it will be
three-and-a-half years from the original
auction date to this November's event.
"I'm looking forward to seeing the
results," said Dr. Mark Fratrik, vice president at BIA Financial Network. He said
the FM auction's concentration of small
markets is in line with current trends in
FM activities.
"We're seeing increasing sales going
See AUCTION, page 8
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FCC Proposes
Aircheck Rules
WASHINGTON Remember the days
when many stations kept recordings of all
programming? That meant slow-moving
reel-to-reel tapes at some stations, air check
or "skimmer" units at others.
"Those were the days of the Fairness
Doctrine, the personal attack rule and such,
where stations were often the subject of
FCC investigations on content; so it was the
prudent thing to do," said Womble Carlyle
Sandridge and Rice attorney John Garzig,lia.
Those days may be hem again if an FCC
proposal actually goes into effect.

In an effort to beef up its broadcast indecency enforcement efforts, the commission
has proposed requiring stations keep recordings of their programming for at least 60
days and perhaps up to 90 days.
In aNotice of Proposed Rulemalcing, the
FCC seeks public comments on how long
stations should retain the recordings and
exactly when they should be recording: an
entire 24 hours; from 10 am. to 6p.m. when
indecency is prohibited; outside the so-called
"Safe Harbor" for indecent programming?
The commission believes the change
would make it easier to investigate indecency complaints. If passed, the change would
shift the burden of providing atape or transcript from consumers to stations.

"Berm sP the specifics and context of the
broadcast are critical to the determination of
whether material is obscene, indecent or profane, the more information the commission
can have in its possession about aprogram
when it concludes an investigation and
decides whether or not to initiate an enforcement proceeding, the more informed adecision it can make," states the agency in the
NPRM.
The FCC said between 2000 and 2002, it
received 14,379 broadcast indecency complaints covering 598 programs. It denied or
dismissed 169 complaints for lack of atape,
transcript or significant excerpts.
Of course, some stations never stopped
keeping recordings of their programming,
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but others have.
If passed, the change would affect radio
and TV stations, both commercial and noncommercial. Low-power FMs were not
mentioned in the item, although that doesn't
mean they couldn't be included should commenters raise the issue and the commission
decides to include them.
Also not clear from the commission's
proposal is whether the recordings are to
become part of astation's public file.
Broadcasters are sure to raise again the
issue of including satellite radio and TV and
cable TV in the commission's indecency
rules.
The agency has asked for comments specific to how the proposed changes would
affect small broadcasters.
FCC Commissioner Michael Copps
urged quick action on the proposal.
Comments to MB Docket 04-232 were
due July 3, replies are due Aug. 30.
— Leslie Stimson

FCC: Powell Not
Leaving Soon

The Wheatstone GENERATION-5
has the POWER and FEATURES
Stations Demand the MOST

WASHINGTON The FCC is trying to
dampen speculation that Chairman Michael
Powell plans to leave the agency after the
November elections.
The Los Angeles Times ran astory in
June quoting telecom lobbyists about possible changes in the makeup of the commission depending on whether the GOP retains
the White House or if presumed Democratic
presidential nominee John Kerry wins the
race.
Of Powell's plans, agency Spokesman
David Fiske said to Radio World: "He's not
thinking about it. He has no plans to leaver
Powell has been acommissioner since
1997 and chairman since 2001.
There could be other changes at the top of
the agency in the New Year. Commissioner
Jonathan Adelstein's term ended ayear ago.
Under the Communications Act, he would
need arecess appointment to stay beyond
the end of the current session of Congress.
Members plan to adjourn in October.
A group of bipartisan senators has
See NEVVSVVATCH, page 8
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Our Generation- 5 provides your operators
with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system- wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), apowerful
mix- minus section and acomplete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.
And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback— areal plus in back-to-back

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just aglance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accommodate any format with apress of abutton.
Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail- over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.
At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise— choose WHEATS TONE!
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AM, Recording Spark IBOC Opinions
WASHINGTON This is the second in
a series of articles summarizing public
comments filed with the FCC in the
IBOC proceeding.
Here, we excerpt asampling of observations about AM nighttime digital, personal recording, multicasting and the
transition from hybrid analog/digital to
all-digital mode.

"The commission should allow market
forces to govern the adoption of digital
audio broadcasting by the radio industry.
No station should be required to adopt
IBOC or other digital technology.
"The commission should not impose
additional DAB quality standards, such
as high-definition digital audio broadcasting. Such artificial standards could
meaningfully delay the transition period.
The market can best determine the viability and demand for higher quality audio.
"The commission should permit
licensees to provide more than one digital
bitstream ("multicasting") within the
constraints of the IBOC technical standards. This would enhance program
diversity. The commission should be
flexible in its regulation of multicasting,
at least in its early stages of development.
"The commission should permit
licensees to broker multicast bitstreams
to unaffiliated entities and to other broadcasters. This will allow licensees to
recoup some of the costs associated with
the digital conversion, and to increase
outlet diversity.

Photo by Bob Kovacs

In joint comments, 44 state broadcaster associations recommended:

The FCC received numerous comments in its
proceeding about digital audio brodcasting.
iad of different machines like acomputer
or ahand-held device. The user will then
be able to create an unlimited number of
copies or to further distribute the music
via the Internet or awireless system with
relative simplicity.
"The unauthorized P2P systems offer the
same type of interactivity and possibility
for abuse. DAB, however, also offers
anonymity and simplicity. The combination
widl be toxic for the future of music.
“Recording artists have fared badly
under the existing analog radio system.
Using the faulty rationale that analog
radio provides recording artists with free
publicity, Congress has steadfastly

I ffully implemented as expected, ( digital
radio) will more closely resemble a P2P
system than traditional radio.
— Rec3rding Artists' Coalition

"Extending interim authorization for
IBOC AM nighttime broadcasts and
streamlining the dual antenna application
process will facilitate a more expedient
transition to digital audio, and thus serve
the public interest."
The Recording Artists' Coalition wrote:
"New technology such as peer-to-peer
file sharing (` P2P') has spawned rampant
piracy. As aresult, the music industry is
in aserious depression, adversely affecting almost every person working in the
music industry....
"The P2P experience clearly shows
that it is easy to predict, almost to acertainty, that if given the opportunity, millions and millions of music fans will
acquire music without paying for it. ...
"DAB is not like traditional, analog
radio. If fully implemented as expected,
it will more closely resemble aP2P system than traditional radio.
"The potential for sophisticated interactivity makes DAB fundamentally anew
format that will eventually allow users to
access specific songs or songs by specific
recording artists on areal time or delayed
basis, and then store that music on amyr-

refused to provide recording artists with a
public performance right. When asong is
played on radio, the songwriter receives a
public performance royalty — the
recording artist receives nothing. ...
'`RAC is not opposed to DAB. DAB
has potential to be awonderful format.
"Rather, RAC is opposed to an emerging DAB business model and standard
not providing revenue for the recording
artist and not protecting the recording
artist from the ravages of rampant piracy.
-The commission has the opportunity
to afford copyright owners a reasonable
and fair degree of content protection
while preserving the existing expectations of listeners to record broadcast
material for very limited purposes. ...
"(A)t a minimum, the commission
should seriously consider adoption of a
DAB transmission standard proscribing
minimally intrusive rules affecting both
the radio networks and equipment manufacturers.
"One minimally intrusive option could
be to allow for encryption during transmission and imposition of an audio prot
ection flag. If the technology progresses
as expected, encryption and an APF will
ultimately allow for the introduction of

the 'buy button' — aviable, fair method
of allowing users of DAB to keep the
music they copy, but only if they pay."
Reunion Broadcasting LLC wrote:
"Reunion is the licensee of several
AM stations and is actively involved in
the expansion and development of AM
facilities....
"Reunion supports the rapid introduction of spectrum-efficient digital broad-

ELECTRONICS

casting on the AM band. However, the
introduction of hybrid analog/digital systems on this band during the nighttime
should be permitted only pursuant to a
showing that the hybrid facilities will not
create additional interference to existing
stations.
"Since the issuance of the commission's interim order in this matter,
deployment of AM digital operation has
been slow. Figures published by Ibiquity
indicate that approximately 30 AM stations are operating with the digital hybrid
system....
"Uncertainty regarding the real-world
performance of the hybrid IBOC system
within the commission's current allocation scheme and occupied bandwidth
rules, together with the lack of nighttime
operation, has chilled the deployment of
AM digital systems.
"Part of the uncertainty stems from the
attempt to apply commission rules developed for the stations transmitting an
amplitude-modulated signal to transmission modes not in existence at the time
the rules were written. In particular, the
emission limits specified in 47 CFR
73.44 will yield unanticipated results if
applied to any transmission method other
than amplitude modulation. ...
"If it is determined that the adjacentchannel energy created by use of the
hybrid analog/digital system will enter
the night limit of a station operating on
that adjacent channel, the station proposing digital operation should be required
to reduce power in the digital sidebands
until the signal fits within the existing
See IBOC, page 5
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At Harris, Wensinger Heralds Change
When Howard Lance, chairman and
CEO of Harris Corp., needed anew
head of his Broadcast
Communications Division, he chose
someone from the government mission
support and IT side of the business.
Lance had stated earlier that lower
profitability in the broadcast division
had been aconcern in recent quarters.
In May, he named Jeremy C.
Wensinger, 41, as president of the
division, replacing Bruce Allan, who
had held the job for six and ahalf
years.
Sixteen days later, the division had
reorganized its business structure and
named leaders of five new units:
Broadcast Networking and
Government Solutions, Europe
Broadcast Systems, Television
Broadcast Systems, Radio Broadcast
Systems and Broadcast Automation
Solutions.
Then in June Harris confirmed that
it had reduced its U.S. broadcast
workforce of 1,150 by 5percent, a
move that included layoffs. It also
refocused its systems integration
efforts — Wensinger said it exited that
business — and will rely instead on
third- party partners for those services.
That's alot of change in ashort
time. From all indications, the changes
reflect the managerial approach of the
new division president.
Wensinger was vice president and
general manager of Harris Technical
Services Corp., part of the company's
Government Communications Systems
Division. Lance said Wensinger had
been " instrumental in guiding the
rapid growth of our Technical Services
business to nearly $ 200 million in revenue through successful pursuits and
the award of new programs." Now the
head of one of the corporation's four
operating units, Wensinger answers
directly to Lance.
Ispoke with the new division president about the changes at Harris.
RW: How does your background
prepare you for this job?

Wensinger: When Howard and I
first talked, Iasked that exact question, because Harris has on several
occasions moved some government
people into the commercial environment with mixed results. Iwas pretty
candid.
Iasked for the assignment. To
Howard's credit he saw alot of similarities in my background. Ispent alot
of time early in my career in the hardware side of government development.
In the last seven or eight years Ispent
almost the entire time doing solutionbased selling. We were principally a
systems and software provider.

Jeremy C. Wensinger
I've come to appreciate that this
(broadcast) segment is evolving.
Harris needs to step up to help our
customers make the transition from
analog to digital. ... I'm very comfortable with the skills and experience I
had on the government side transferring to this market space. The government has itself gone through asimilar
transition.
Ilook at customers and ask, "What
can Harris do for them as apartner?" A
transmitter is along-term investment.
During that 25-year lifespan, Iwant to
be more than just atransmitter provider

for them. Iwant to ask what is it that
Harris can do to help that customer
improve its operating efficiency and
reduce its cost of doing business.
RW: What has Howard Lance
charged you with accomplishing?
Wensinger: We do have aplan for
next fiscal year. You saw us announce
some restructuring. Some of it is positioning for next year, some of it is for
the long term.
Ihad aplan in place, Iknow exactly
where we're going financially. The
round of announcements you saw us
make was directly related to that.
Icame from abusiness unit where
it's very powerful to say, "Look, you
run TV. Here's your team and your target; and you're given complete line
authority to make that happen."
Our ability to be nimble and flexible is important. For radio that means
giving Deb Huttenburg ( the new vice
president of Radio Broadcast Systems,
answering to Wensinger) the authority
to operate ... She has all the "bandwidth" required to make her customers' businesses asuccess.
Ibelieve the only way we're going
to succeed in the long run is if our
customers succeed.
RW: Characterize the radio broadcast supplier marketplace right now.
Wensinger: I'm very excited about
it. ... Deb has tremendous experience
in this space and in broadcast. Isaid,
"Try to help me understand why we're
at the point that we're at. Why are we
going to have to reposition ourselves?"
When we took astep back, we said,
"The market is there. ( Clients) are
ready, they're willing; we just don't
have the right structure to do that, to
support them."
There's good demand internationally; we're seeing very strong demand
domestically; I'm very excited about
HD Radio.
RW: In talking to Harris managers
over the years. many have spoken to
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Paul J. McLane
me of the importance of service and
client relationships; yet the company
has seen bumpy times of late. How
exactly are your changes different
from what's been done in the past?
Wensinger: Frankly Ithink we got
wrapped up in the television high-def
conversion. We got enamored with the
idea that high-def TV was going to be
an annuity. And it's not, it's just not.
It's awonderful market space, but it's
not everything.
I'm not trying to be disingenuous to
my predecessors, but Ithink mine is
more of amission view. ... A lot of
what you see today is self-inflicted
wounds. It may be true that the market
is ( also aproblem), but Iwant to take
more ownership of it. Iwant to say
that we're where we are because of
decisions we made.
The fundamental difference is on
the actual fulfillment side of it. Under
amatrixed organization, Deb would
have had the sales team, but still be
relying on some abstract organization
called Manufacturing or Vendor
Relationships.
What I've put forward is that Deb
has line authority all the way from
sales through fulfillment. If we had a
customer whose hair is on fire —
who's off the air — she can move
product around to satisfy their needs.
She has the ability to run her business,
from womb to tomb. That's fundamentally different from amatrixed organization.
We did this principally to increase
See HARRIS, page 5
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ference for either the main or adjacent
channels."

IBOC

XM Radio Inc. wrote:

Continued from page 3

protection requirements.
"Reunion believes this approach
would permit the introduction of digital
nighttime operation in an orderly fashion.
The NAB has filed aproposal, which recommends that the commission permit
nighttime digital operation for all stations
currently authorized for nighttime broadcasts without prior commission authorization.
"The proposal also asks the commission to resolve cases of " unexpected
interference" on acase- by-case basis.
This ` do it now, fix it later' approach
simply increases the uncertainty for each
broadcaster seeking to move forward
with digital broadcasting.
"It is questionable whether a broadcaster seeking to maximize its service to
the public would invest the capital necessary to convert to ahybrid digital operation if the possibility exists that the operation might be limited or diminished
because of interference given to adjacent
channel stations. This is simply not an
issue for which a ` trial and error'
approach is appropriate....
"The NAB proposal and Ibiquity's
AM Nighttime Compatibility Study indi-

"No action by the commission is warranted to prevent recording and Internet
redistribution of musical recordings that
are part of digital audio broadcasts.
Concerns with recording of digital audio
broadcasts are virtually identical to issues
previously raised that resulted in the passage of the Audio Home Recording Act
of 1992 ('AHRA').
"The requirements of the AHRA fully
address any concerns regarding possible
consumer recording of radio broadcasts
and redistribution of those recordings. ...
"In the mid- 1980s, electronics manufacturers introduced digital audio tape
and digital audio recorders. At that time,
the recording industry voiced concerns
regarding DAT and DAR that are similar
to the concerns expressed today, namely
that ` the precision of the digital audio
recording capabilities will result in
reduced sales and royalties due to illegal
'bootleg' copying, as well as home copying by consumers.' The recording industry filed legal action against those electronics manufacturers and the tension
between those industries delayed widespread introduction and adoption of that
technology.

T

he commission should permit licensees

to broker multicast bitstreams to

unaffiliated entities and to other

5

royalty. In addition, devices must incoraudio recording device.' ...
porate aserial copy management system
"In the section-by-section analysis of
to block second-generation copying of
the AHRA, the Senate notes that a ' digirecordings.
tal audio copied recording' includes ' a
"In the NOI, the commission has not
digital audio recording made from acomformally proposed rules to address copymercially released compact disc or ...
ing concerns relating to digital audio
from aradio broadcast of acommercially
broadcasting. In its Oct. 2, 2003 letter to
released compact disc.' Thus, under curthe commission, the Recording Industry
rent law, it is clear that consumers can
Association of America appears to advorecord from radio broadcasts, organize
cate prohibiting the type of activity that
those recording and store them to create
the AHRA is designed to protect, namely
their own "jukebox" to be played again
the ability of consumers to make record- and again.

n practice, the usable nighttime signal of a
11 station operating in the analog mode
extends well beyond the NIF contour.
— Reunion Broadcasting L.L.C.
ings of copyrighted music for their own
use.
"The RIAA asserts that because of the
advanced features available on digital
receivers, consumers will be able to copy
'the entire repertoire of an individual
artist' and transform digital broadcasts
into ' ajukebox with an unlimited library
of songs' in ways that ' ignore the intellectual property interests' of copyright
owners. However, this type of recording
activity was specifically addressed and
authorized by the AHRA.
"The payment of royalties under the
AHRA is triggered, in part, upon the
manufacture or importation of a 'digital

"The fact that new models of receivers
streamline this process is immaterial.
Moreover, there is no basis for the assertion that digital broadcasts and new
receivers will 'deprive (recording labels
and artists) of legitimate compensation.'
"Copyright owners will be compensated in accordance with an established royalty scheme and second generation
copies will be prohibited under the serial
copy management system. Imposition of
any additional content controls would
essentially unravel the compromise
reached by the recording and electronics
industries that resulted in the passage of
the AHRA."•

broadcasters.
— Joint comments of
44 state broadcast associations
cate that interference can be expected
outside of a station's Night Interference
Free (NIF) limit. In practice, the usable
nighttime signal of astation operating in
the analog mode extends well beyond the
NIF contour.
"Many stations, especially those
licensed to suburban cities in ametropolitan area, have substantial portions of their
nighttime audience outside of their NIF.
"To eliminate ... uncertainty, Reunion
encourages the commission to adopt an
interim policy permitting hybrid
analog/digital operation upon ashowing
by the applicant that the proposed operation, when examined on the basis of the
main channel and each adjacent-channel
carrier, will not increase nighttime inter-

"The AHRA was the legislative compromise to the dispute between the
recording and electronics industries
which provided anew royalty stream for
copyright owners, addressed copyright
owners' content copy concerns, and
ensured ' the right of consumers to make
analog or digital audio recordings of
copyrighted music for their private, noncommercial use.' The AHRA imposes
both afinancial and technical obligation
on manufacturers or importers that distribute ' digital audio recording devices.'
"Any party that manufactures or
imports adigital audio recording device
and/or digital audio recording media
must file required reports with the
Copyright Office and pay the requisite

Harris

capability. Those economics are terribly difficult to close unless your corporate structure is set up to do that.
This entity is different from one
that throws off cash. Ilook at Harris
content. What is the Harris content
that is best in class and forward- looking in nature?

Continued from page 4

speed, flexibility and focus. They're a
team that focuses on nothing but the
radio side. They're not off selling TV
transmitters. Ithink that provides customers with alot more attentiveness.
RW: Yet this is a marketplace where
some dealer products are sold at 8or
9percent markup; and big clients constantly press you to keep prices down.
How do you balance your idea of service with a low markup environment?
Wensinger: We did exit the system
integration business. We were competing with integrators who were great
industry partners of ours. We don't get
into that mode of selling third-party
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RW: Other thoughts about the
direction of your business?
Wensinger: There is never any fun
in what we did in the last month. I
detest it. My job for the 1,100 families
we have that work for Harris
Broadcast is to provide aroad map, to
provide astructure around that road
map and provide the resources. The
objective, obviously, is growth, profitable growth. I'm excited about the
opportunity to share that vision.
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Goldman Engineers Deals for First
by Randy J. Stine
DALLAS Bert Goldman's radio career has
the humblest of broadcast beginnings. In
1972 he jumped at the opportunity to mow
the grass around the tower at WDON(AM)
in Wheaton, Md., then gladly helped clean
up paint droplets from cars parked near the
station's tower after it was painted.
"They had to paint the tower, aself-supporting stick about two blocks from amall
and lots of businesses ... their ground system had been covered up by asphalt many
years before," Goldman recalled. "They
waited for astill day, but paint wound up on
some cars anyway. Ispent two weeks going
around with rubbing compound and paint
thinner scrapping paint off cars. That's about
as humble as you can get!"
Goldman, 52, is senior vice president of
engineering for First Broadcasting
Investment Partners LLC in Dallas. He no
longer needs to do what many would call
grunt work, but he partly credits that kind of
work ethic for his rise into the ranks of radio
management.
Goldman's résumé is dotted with stops at
well-known broadcast groups, the names of
many of them now pre-consolidation memories. Goldman has more than 30 years in
engineering with companies such as
Shamrock Broadcasting, Nationwide
Communications, Patterson Broadcasting
and ABC Radio.
Today, he works for acompany that
describes itself as a "broadcast merchant
bank" and that acquires and sells properties
that can benefit from capital investment,
operational fixes or technical upgrades.
First Broadcasting, founded in 1992 by
Ron Unkefer, has invested $200 million in
radio transactions and targets top-30 markets such as Dallas, Sacramento and
Cincinnati. It has an ownership stake in
approximately 12 stations.
First Broadcasting Investments LP (72
percent) and Alta Communications (28 percent) are partners in First Broadcasting.
Dabbled in low-power
"A lot of groups are operations-driven
with acomponent of engineering. We really
are engineering-driven with acomponent of
operations," Goldman said of First
Broadcasting.
Goldman has always been driven, even
as ateenager growing up in Washington,
where he built his first radio transmitter

ing in Washington with his WASH(FM). Mr.
Dillard called me into his office aryl asked
me if Ireally wanted to work in radio. Isaid
`yup.' Then he agreed to let me work over
the summer and spend two weeks doing
every job at the radio station. That meant
sales, on-air and engineering. That also
meant mowing the grass and rubbing paint
off of cars," said Goldman, chuckling.
He joined WTOP(AM) in 1974 as morning board op, where he worked with rising
star anchor Jim Bohannon, and eventually
made maintenance engineer.
"I did get to play with their 50 kW transmitter, aRCA BTA-50F. In fact, Igot a

ordered from the Lafayette catalogue. With
just enough juice to broadcast around the
apartment building he lived in, Goldman
said even then he was interested in technical matters.
"We just played records and stuff. But it
was fun to see how far we could get the signal to go. Too bad we didn't have any meters
to measure how much power we were
putting out," Goldman said of his pirate
broadcasting days.
The first radio station Goldman visited
was the former WGAY(FM), the studios of
which were perched atop the World
Building in Silver Spring, Md.

Goldman at WTOP(AM) in Washington in 1976
grievance filed against me once for changing
the blower motor by myself and (for) going
into an interlocked cabinet. Iwas apretty
junior guy and did base readings and
cleaned stuff mostly," Goldman said.
Goldman worked under WTOP
Engineering Supervisors Art Rose and
Granville "Granny" Klink and learned alot,
but he had the itch to move along after he
decided the union shop didn't give him the
kind of autonomy and responsibility he was
looking for.
Napa, Calif., seemed as good aplace as
any to strike out for as afirst time chief engineer. Goldman took over as CE at
KVON(AM) and KVYN(FM) in 1976, an
experience that presented his first chance to
build astudio, move atransmitter and proof
an antenna.
"It was truly a 'Go west, young man'
kind of thing for me. Ilearned on the job and
even built my very own remote control for

"They had ahuge picture window right
outside the elevator where you could watch
the disc jockeys. They just played beautiful
music at the time, but that didn't matter."
Goldman enrolled at the University of
Maryland in 1970 with the intention of
becoming an aerospace engineer, but layoffs
in that sector and cuts in defense spending at
the time persuaded him to look at broadcasting as an alternative major. The Maryland
Terrapin earned his degree in broadcasting
and business administration four years later.
While in school, Goldman worked for
non-commercial WGTS(FM) in Takoma
Park, Md., doing some announcing and even
winning awards for a " Health Watch"
minute public service program he produced.
However, the WDON(AM) opportunity
soon came along and Goldman got his first
taste of commercial broadcasting.
"The station was owned by Everett
Dillard, who was apioneer in FM broadcast-
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Bert Goldman
the transmitter:" Goldman said.
He almost was killed, too. In amoment of
engineering exuberance, Goldman decided
to lug aportable generator up the side of a
steep hill to atransmitter site that was about
to lose power because of scheduled electrical
line work by utility Pacific Gas and Electric.
"Someone was driving the station's Jeep,
and Iwas riding with the portable generator
anc it was getting steeper and steeper. Just
then it popped off the hitch and started going
downhill fast. Imanaged to jump off just as
the generator went off the road," Goldman
said. "The generator wound up in atree that
broke its fall.
"It took two tow trucks to pick it off."
And what were his general manager's
first words to him upon return to the station?
"He wasn't so much concerned with
whether Ihad survived or not, but why the
station was off the air," recalled Goldman.
Deciding to jump to abigger market, in
part because of the cost of living in
California, Goldman moved to San
Francisco and KABL(AM/FM) in 1979 to
become assistant CE and thus began a 17year stint with Shamrock Broadcasting.
Goldman was promoted to chief engineer
for
Shamrock's
KUDL(FM)
and
WHB(AM) in Kansas City, Mo., in 1981 to
oversee construction of new studios.
Shamrock "had just purchased WHB and
they wanted me to consolidate facilities. It
was another very good growth experience,"
Goldman said.
Named Shamrock's corporate director of
engineering by 1986, Goldman was given
the option of relocating to anywhere
Shamrock had radio stations. He chose
Phoenix, because it was the home of
KMLE(FM) and close to Shamrock's corporate headquarters in Burbank, Calif.
"We took what was just astation with a
stick playing religious music to the city's
top station under the leadership of General
Manager J.D. Freeman. Then Shamrock
See GOLDMAN, page 7
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Goldman
Continued from page 6
was sold to Chancellor Media Corp.,"
Goldman said.
After it became clear that Chancellor was
not going to keep top Shamrock management on board, Goldman joined Patterson
Broadcasting as corporate engineer in early
1996 and moved to Savannah, Ga.
"Jim Wesley was putting together agroup
of medium-market stations and needed help
on the technical end. He wanted help whipping them into shape and watching capital
budgets," Goldman said.
When Capstar Broadcasting Corp. purchased Patterson in 1997, Goldman did the
consolidation shuffle again, this time landing
at Nationwide Communications in
Columbus, Ohio, as corporate vice president
of engineering. But not for long. Jacor
Communications Inc. stepped in to buy
Nationwide in 1998.
Goldman said he is not the sort to let
such developments get him down. In fact,
he has awall of his Dallas home decorated
with license plates from each state he has
worked in.
"It got to the point where it was almost
funny. When Iinterviewed at ABC Radio
they kidded me that they were abit scared
that Iwas ajinx because everywhere Iwent
everyone wound up out of work," said
Goldman, laughing.
Goldman eventually got the job as vice
president of engineering at ABC Radio. In a

Radio World

twist that only a Mayflower Moving
employee could appreciate, he was first
assigned to New York City, then sent to
Dallas afew months later.
Another license plate
"We sold the Columbus house and purchased ahouse in New York. We had construction going on at the house there when
my bosses came to me and said they wanted
me in Dallas instead. So they bought us out
of the house and we moved to Dallas,"
Goldman said.
Goldman spent much of his time at ABC
Radio helping the company acquire radio
stations for the purpose of converting them
to Radio Disney stations.
'We would look at these secondary properties and explore ways to improve signal
and value. It's achallenge to have astation
fill out its coverage area the way it should

7

through engineering or improve its coverage
from an allocation standpoint. It's pretty
much what I'm doing now for First,"
Goldman said.
Evaluating radio stations for the technical
ability to improve is Goldman's expertise at
First Broadcasting, where he's been since
April 2002.
"I search for ways astation can improve
through engineering and then develop and
refine scenarios for that improvement. If
there isn't some room for technical improvement we're probably not interested in the
project," he said. 'What Ido is more allocation engineering as compared to component
engineering.
Goldman believes terrestrial radio will
remain avery good investment, despite
increased competition from satellite radio
services and other potential audio sources.
"For example, the 3G phone services.

Eventually that technology will offer the
ability to receive streamed audio. It will be
very portable, and while Ido not see them as
areplacement for radio, it will be another
competitor for us," Goldman said.
Goldman is aproponent of HD Radio and
believes the additional data streams it affords
terrestrial radio broadcasters will present
opportunities. "It is necessary for (terrestrial
broadcasters) to move to this new level to
compete against other sources of digital
broadcast and audio services. We must succeed in the digital arena."
In addition to serving on the National
Radio Systems Committee's AM
Broadcasting Subcommittee, which is considering revising the AM standard, Goldman
also is amember of the NAB's Spectrum
Integrity Task Force.
Goldman and his wife Sharon live in
Dallas and have four children.

•

Others Say ...
"Bert and Iwere introduced in 1988
when the former Shamrock Broadcasting
was in the process of purchasing
KMLE(FM), Phoenix. Bert gave me the
opportunity to build out new studios and
transmitter facilities and work with the other
Shamrock engineers to accomplish alarge
project in avery short time frame. ...
"Bert always has away of bringing out
the best in people, professionally and personally:'
Eric Schecter
Engineering Manager
Infinity Broadcasting, Phoenix
"This is aguy, who at the highest levels
of Shamrock, drove across Arizona scouring
the countryside for generators when the
Northridge (California) earthquake hit in
1994 while I was at Shamrock's
KLAC(AM) and KZLA(FM) in Los
Angeles. He was determined to keep us on
the air no matter what. Iremember him
dropping extension cords from the 12th floor
of our building:'
J.D. Freeman
Regional Vice President
Central California
Clear Channel Communications
"As aconsultant, I've had the opportunity
to work with Bert for many years. From the
very first, Bert impressed me with his thirst
for knowledge, his ability to learn and his
dedication to his profession. He is highly
creative and has aunique ability to cut
through all the underbrush and see things as
they truly are.
"More important, he has aspecial talent
for clearly explaining things to non-technical
people."
Garrison "Gary" Cavell
President
Cavell, Mertz & Davis, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
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Auction
Continued from page 1

on quite alot in the smaller and unrated
markets because there's simply not a lot
of favorable, available properties in the
larger markets. Those have all pretty
much been purchased by the big groups
and the properties are already part of
clusters."
The FCC's Wireless Bureau will conduct the auction. Although its final take

that are available."
One government official familiar with
the bidding procedure, speaking on the
condition of anonymity, told Radio
World he has heard that one or more parties may place minimum bids on all 290
CPs on the table — which would indicate
aminimum $ 11 million commitment —
in order to stay in play as the bidding
progresses around the country starting
Nov. 3.
Yet Fratrik does not foresee big buyers, in the end, gobbling up all the allotments in sight.

T

his is how contested licenses

will be awarded.

— NAB's Jack Goodman
in no way will compare to the billions of
dollars raised by many of the FCC's
wireless auctions for telecommunications
spectrum, minimum opening bids for all
290 CPs total nearly $ 11 million, according to the FCC's Web site. Opening bids
range from $ 1,500 to $200,000, with the
average at under $40,000.
A typical minimum bid is about 5percent of the projected value of a given
channel, according to James Bradshaw,
deputy chief of the FCC Media Bureau's
Audio Division.
Those statistics suggest apossible auction total intake of $240 million. But the
actual amount could vary widely. There
are no previous broadcast auction statistics with so many allotments to use as a
benchmark.
New FM allotments often result from
rulemaking petitions, and in the case of
Auction No. 37, many proposed CPs
have simply piled up after years of court
proceedings and other delays. Also, some
allotments are being reclaimed — i.e.,
where previous parties received CPs but
never built facilities for various reasons,
including license revocations or death —
according to commission staffers.
The FCC is introducing aNew Entrant
Bidding Credit ( Public Notice DA 01119) that attempts to help level the playing field in the bidding process. It
includes a 35 percent credit to winning
bidders who have "no attributable interest" in other mass media; a 25 percent
credit goes to winning bidders who
demonstrate attributable interest in no
more than three mass media facilities.
No potential bidders contacted would
comment on their auction plans, if any,
prior to the bidding itself. Omar
Thompson, vice president of marketing
and communications at Clear Channel
Radio, said, "We are evaluating licenses

"We get alittle too carried away about
the so-called ' deep pockets.' These companies are in business to make money. If
it doesn't make financial sense to them,
why bid? Iactually think there's alot of
potential where smaller groups, or an
individual station, could look around and
decide to pick up another FM to enhance
its presence in an area, for example. They
won't have to be huge to do that."
Diligence
Jack Mullaney, president of consulting
engineering group Mullaney Engineering
Inc., believes it is critical that bidders use
legal and technical advisors to evaluate
each of the FM allotments.
Mullaney pointed out that the commission's auction notices include the phrase
"due diligence," which places the sole
responsibility on the bidder for investigating and evaluating all factors that may
have abearing on the value of the facility.
Mullaney agrees with the agency's caution that obtaining aCP in no way guarantees future financial success for the
winning bidder
An FCC spokeswoman said all FCC
activities of asimilar nature carry a "due
diligence" disclaimer.
Mullaney said the notices fail to disclose important information properly "to
the unsuspecting public."
"According to the FCC's database,
about three dozen allotments being auctioned off are currently being evaluated
in ongoing rulemaking proceedings
which may, if adopted, change the channel or class, totally delete the channel, or
move the channel to another community,"
Mullaney said.
The Audio Division's Bradshaw
responded that the 2004 allocation list is
as up to date as possible. He said any FM
allotment could be subject to some
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change of one kind or another in the
future.
"The fact is, this is a very dynamic
industry. Because something that might
be put in play should then be taken out of
the auction would mean we would never
see any auctions at all.
"Fifty- plus allotments have been
removed from the (original 2001) list and
several other allotments have been modified to specify new channels, communities, coordinates, and so on, as aresult of
various rulemaking proceedings that have
been adopted since 2001," said
Bradshaw.
Welcome news
While non-commercial broadcasters
were able to reserve frequencies in the
88-92 MHz portion of the band, dozens
of such interests could wind up competing with commercial parties in the unreserved band of 92-108 MHz.
Robin Miller, acquisitions director at
Public Radio Capital, said the auction
could not come at abetter time for public
stations. "The demand for public radio
services is growing significantly and its
audience has actually doubled in the past
decade."
The fact that most of the 290 CPs up
for auction eventually will serve small
and rural communities, Miller said, also
represents a good fit for pubcasters
"because these are the same communities
that often lack access to in-depth news or

•

serious music formats and are typically
underserved by broadcast media.
Because the minimum opening bids are
more affordable than they would otherwise be for frequencies in larger markets,
this is another benefit for public radio
interests," Miller said.
NAB Senior Vice President General
Counsel Jack Goodman said Auction No.
37 would signal a new way of life for
radio broadcasters.
"This is how contested licenses will be
awarded. This is kind of acatch-up auction because of all the delays involved
with it, coming after this long freeze, and
now Ithink now we'll see ( auctions)
periodically for broadcasters."
Goodman said one of the immediate
benefits of spectrum auctions is its speed:
"It's fast. Rather than having contested
comparative proceedings that could easily stretch out to adecade, with an auction
you put your bid in, wait to see if you
win, and you can start building quickly."
The Auction No. 37 process begins
this summer with short forms and initial
paper work, which must be on file with
the commission no later than Aug. 6
(FCC Form 175). Goodman expects the
fall auction — technically, the FCC calls
it an "electronic simultaneous multiple
round auction" — to continue for perhaps
two to three weeks beyond its Nov. 3
start date for bids.
For more on this story, see page 22 of
this issue.
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petitioned President Bush to grant the
Democrat another term in case Adelstein's
reappointment isn't approved before
Congress adjourns.
Commissioner Kathleen Abemathy's term
ended June 30. But she can stay until the next
session of Congress adjourns next year.

FCC to Probe
'Broadcast Localism'
WASHINGTON Is the way stations do
business about to change?
Chairman Michael Powell promised last
year, as the agency was mulling new media
ownership rules, that commissioners also
would look at how stations operate, and how
that affects the public interest.
Now, the commission has begun apublic
inquiry into "broadcast localism." The
agency wants the public to comment on topics including newsroom staffing, EAS and
voice tracking, among other issues.
The commission is asking about the cost
and profitability for news programming in
radio and whether it is similar to those costs
for TV. NAB submitted astudy last year that
indicated TV stations in middle and smaller
markets realize a30 to 40 percent profit on
local news; the commission wants to know
if that also holds for radio, as well as general
information on how many news people radio
and TV stations employ.
The agency also asks if it should impose
restrictions on voice tracking.
Powell said the FCC's localism task force
would combine public input with its own
studies to see what steps or legislative recommendations to Congress would strengthen localism in broadcasting.
In reaction, NAB spokesman Dennis
Wharton said: "NAB looks forward to participating in the FCC's inquiry into broad-

cast localism, and we strongly believe that
objective observers will conclude that
America's local over-the-air stations have an
unmatched record of community service.
"From telethons to tornado warnings,
from Amber Alerts to school closing
announcements, radio and television stations
provide leading-edge local programming
that has made the U.S. system of broadcasting the envy of the world?'

Warning Group
To Cut Back
McLEAN, Va. The Partnership for Public
Warning, abody of broadcasters, local emergency management officials and other
groups formed to improve emergency communications, is scaling back its efforts
because it doesn't have enough money.
hi aletter to members in July, PPW Chair
Craig Fugate stated that although the group
will continue its work to improve the
nation's public warning capability and will
continue to exist, its efforts "must be scaled
back dramatically?'
"As astate emergency manager Iknow
first-hand the importance of public warning?' writes Fugate. "Iam very proud of our
accomplishments and hope that in time we
will succeed in securing the level of funding
necessary to enable the full range of activity
called for in our national strategy. Ican
assure you that our board of trustees remains
committed to our common goal."
The PPW hosted its second National
Summit on Public Warning in America June
28. Fugate told Radio World roughly 100
people attended.
During the meeting, the PPW board awarded its 2004 Distinguished Service Awards to
Art Botterell for his work with the Common
Alerting Protocol and to Frank Lucia for his
work on the Emergency Alert System.
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Radio Was Prepared for Reagan Goodbye
Networks Went Coast- to- Coast With
Former President's Funeral Coverage
"We've had plans in place for at least
the last five years. This was not unexpected," said Harvey Nagler, CBS News
vice president in charge of radio. "Still,
when it happens, you have to gear up for
the amount of man hours this type of story will eat up. We used no less than a
half-dozen reporters at remote locations
the day of Reagan's state funeral."

by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON With recorded eulogies in the can and coverage plans laid
well in advance, major radio news networks had only to get correspondents and
remote broadcast equipment to the right
spots to cover the funeral of former
President Ronald Reagan in June.
From the time Reagan's death was
announced, to his lying in repose in
California and in state in Washington, to
his interment service back in California.
radio news networks covered the story.
The networks provided their respective
affiliates a lengthy list of coverage
options, including long-form coverage of
the state funeral ceremonies, bulletins,
special reports and hourly updates.
Major news networks including ABC
Radio News, CBS Radio News, CNN
Radio and AP Radio Network relied
mostly upon now- familiar live broadcast
gear. Critical components of the audio
chain included cellular phones, ISDN,
POTS, T-1 lines and digital audio codecs.
In addition, several used mobile satellite
phones and laptops with wireless cards to
move audio.
Even before the former president's
death was announced on June 5, news
operations were ready to enact longstanding plans to cover the event.
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The caisson bearing Reagan's casket traveled through the
streets of Washington on its way to the U.S. Capitol.
Radio news anchors and correspondents dotted the funeral processional
route from the Capitol to the cathedral.
Coverage from Washington ended at
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Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland
when the 747 carrying the former president's body left for California.
Internment ceremonies at the presidential library concluded the networks' coverage.
Although the story was abig one, the
problems facing radio managers were
familiar. Most broadcast locations offered
challenges regarding remote pickup capability or phone line availability, network
engineers and operations managers said.
"We immediately think of remote gear
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and remote capability to support breaking
news as quickly and efficiently as possible," said Christine lanuzzi, vice president of engineering and operations for
ABC Radio Networks. " We ask ourselves, ' Should we order telco lines? Will
there be spare audio channels from TV
satellite feeds at the sites we can use?"
ABC Radio News had 12 positions
contributing to the broadcast on the
Friday of the state funeral, lanuzzi said,
with seven in Washington and three in
California.
"We also had to consider inside technical operations coordination at our
Technical Operations Center at 125 West
End Ave. in New York City. We have to
make sure we are adequately staffed to
handle technical needs during breaking
news:' lanuzzi said.
In Washington, ABC Radio News engineers supported Marti remote pickup systems at several reporting positions along
the National Mall and at the Justice
Department. A Nera World Communicator
Inmarsat M4 Terminal was used with a
Comrex Matrix digital audio codec at several other locations, along with regular
POTS lines. For IFB, lanuzzi said, cellular
phones were used to dial into an auto
answer.
lanuzzi said the Nera World
Communicator could make a64 kbps data
call through the Inmarsat satellite system.
"Once the unit's signal indicator shows
you've acquired asatellite in orbit, you
plug in the ISDN codec, in our case the
Comrex Matrix. You're then feeding highquality audio in real time with only athreequarter-second satellite delay," she said.
Steve Densmore, manager of ABC
Radio
Technical
Operations
in
Washington, said the length of the broadcast day for the state funeral tested the
available resources. "It was achallenge
to have enough portable power to cover
all of the remotes and support an extended broadcast day," Densmore said.
ABC Radio News' on-site audio from
Washington was fed first to ABC's
bureau in the city, then on its own dis-
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crete channel on aT-1 circuit to ABC
Radio in New York, where mixed coverage originated.
In California, ABC Radio News correspondents used an Inmarsat M4 Terminal
with a Comrex Euro Nexus codec and
Shure FP-31 mixer, lanuzzi said.
Steve Jones, president and general manager of ABC Radio News, said the network
aired more than 20 hours of Reagan event
coverage during the weeklong farewell, in
addition to three one-hour specials.
Upon news of the former president's
death, Ed Tobias, assistant managing editor for broadcast news for Associated
Press Radio Network, said he immediately started ordering POTS lines at various
Washington locations.
"It's abit of ascramble. You go by best
guess since our exact broadcast locations
won't be decided until afew days out. For
instance, we guessed right that we would
be positioned in the south balcony at the
National Cathedral," Tobias said.
The AP Radio Network used standard
POTS telephone lines because they are
"easier to put in and require less technical ' finesses' to set up, and we can
depend on them," Tobias said.
Correspondents used Comrex Matrix
units to file reports and traveled light
because of the heat in Washington,
Tobias said. "We had them carry only a
MiniDisc recorder ( and) a shotgun mic
with two cell phones."
AP Radio correspondent Brian Bland
filed audio from Simi Valley, Calif.,
using a laptop computer to record and
transfer digital audio, Tobias said, arelatively new means of moving audio for the
news network.
Locating POTS lines
"Most of our reporters now carry laptops
with wireless cards. They can edit audio on
the laptops and file compressed audio right
onto our wide-area network via aVPN (virtual private network). We have an in-house
program that compresses the WAV file and
allows for the reporter to write abillboard
for the audio and send it to the broadcast
center:' Tobias said.
Tobias said aVPN uses the Internet to
connect remote sites to AP Radio's private network in asecure fashion.
Craig Swagler, special events managing producer for CBS Radio News, said
the first priority in covering a breaking
national story is easy, portable and highquality remote gear.
"Reliability is the first mandate when
handling live broadcasts. We installed
POTs and ISDN drops at each live location in Washington and California. At
two Washington locations where hard
line drops were not available, we utilized
our Inmarsat ISDN units:' Swagler said.
CBS Radio News correspondents used
Comrex Matrix audio codees and "utilized
the battery interface of the Matrix when
power was unavailable:' Swagler said.
"We also equip each reporter with a
Sony MZB-100 MiniDisc recorder and laptop for digital editing, FTP file transfer and
access to our editorial system," he said.
Pool coverage of live events was an
important aspect of each radio news network's operations, ABC Radio's Ianuzzi
said. Each location was designated apool
source; ABC handled the National
Cathedral. CBS had the motorcade and
funeral procession. Fox had Andrews Air
Force base and so on. CNN served as the
overall pool, lanuzzi said.
The pool system allows broadcasters
to defray some of the expense associated
with covering alive event.
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Duking It Out Over Datacasting
Will Digital Radio Data Be Able to Compete
With Other Emerging Services?
by Skip Pizzi
To conclude our discussion of radio
datacasting in the IBOC era, let's look at
other emerging and proposed formats
that may provide new competition for
NPAD ( non- program- associated data)
delivery. We'll first consider the services
that are most directly competitive, meaning those that utilize abroadcast delivery
model.
Just as in the analog age, when television broadcasters presented competition
to radio datacasting through their use of
subcarriers, DTV datacasting could also
present a competitive threat to digital
radio datacasting. But the ATSC format
that is used for terrestrial DTV in North
America doesn't lend itself well to
portable or mobile reception, so digital
radio may still have an opportunity for
exclusive delivery to non-fixed platforms.
On the other hand, the datacasting
bandwidth available to IBOC systems,
particularly in the hybrid mode, is quite
constrained relative to DTV capacity, so
data- intensive applications to fixed platforms may favor DTV over IBOC delivery.
Receiver class differences
Let's digress for amoment to consider
that not all non-fixed digital receivers are
created equal. Mobile and portable platforms each present their own design constraints. In the mobile case, the biggest
problem is Doppler shift from the potentially high speed of the moving antenna.
Space- diversity antennas may be used
here, whereas these are not practical in
most portable systems.
Portable ( handheld or " pedestrian")
receivers, on the other hand, may not suffer as much Doppler difficulty ( unless
they are being carried in amoving vehicle), but they present agreater challenge
to receiver designers in terms of power
consumption. Most DTV or IBOC
receivers utilize chipsets that have not yet
been optimized for low-power operation,
meaning that battery life will remain an
operational constraint for handheld systems until such designs are developed.
Such asolution is likely just amatter
of time, of course. Witness what has
recently occurred in Eureka- 147 DAB

receivers in Europe, for example, where
current-generation devices based on lowpower ( and low-cost) chips have stimulated astrong market for portable DAB
radios, and in the U.K. such devices are
now outselling AM/FM portable units.
Because IBOC datacasting will likely
favor the non- fixed receiver environments, it's important to note that arobust
market cannot develop until portable and
mobile receivers are produced, and at
volumes that ensure widely affordable
costs.
DVB-H
Another competitive entrant comes
from the digital TV environment outside
the United States.

ing that it could be used in ATSC countries for mobile/portable digital broadcasting.
Just such an application is envisioned
by the wireless infrastructure operator
Crown Castle, which in April 2003 quietly won an FCC auction for anationwide,
exclusive terrestrial license on five
Megahertz of U.S. L- band spectrum
(1670-1675 MHz) that had previously
been allocated to weather balloon and
weather satellite downlinking. Crown
Castle, which paid $ 12.6 million for
these spectrum rights (on a 10-year initial
term), proposes to use the bandwidth for
aDVB-H service that will broadcast digital audio, video and data to mobile and
handheld platforms ( although fixed
receivers could also be addressed, of
course).
Crown Castle is conducting a three-

C

rown Castle is conducting a three-

transmitter, single-frequency network

trial of DVB-H in Pittsburgh. By the time
IBOC datacasting is viable, this service may
be deployed as a credible competitor.

The DTV format used in most other
parts of the world is called Digital Video
Broadcasting, or DVB. Like IBOC and
the Eureka- 147 DAB format, the terrestrial broadcast mode of DVB, called
DVB-T, also uses COFDM transmission
— as opposed to the 8-VSB modulation
technique used by ATSC — so DVB-T
can intrinsically have reasonable success
in addressing portable and mobile platforms.
However, DVB-T is not truly optimized for mobile reception, and its
receivers are also subject to the batterylife concerns noted earlier. So a newly
developed variant called DVB-H, for
"Handheld," has emerged, which specifically targets the mobile/portable platform
with both highly robust modulation and
lower receiver-power requirements.
Although DVB-H is primarily intended for use in conjunction with DVB-T
systems, it can also be used alone, mean-

transmitter, single-frequency network trial of DVB-H in this band in Pittsburgh.
By the time IBOC datacasting is viable,
this DVB-H service may be deployed as
acredible competitor.
Other competition
Another ‘ artant to consider is the
recently proposed "TVFi" usage of interstitial TV broadcast spectrum for wireless data applications. The FCC's highprofile floating of this concept has
generated substantial response, both pro
and con. It calls for the use of unused TV
channels in agiven market for Wi-Fi-like
services, both as unlicensed spectrum for
personal use in home networks (as current 802.11a, -b and -g systems use 2.5
and 5.4 GHz bands), and possibly for
licensed metropolitan WAN services.
Unlike datacasting, TVFi is a twoway service, but it uses broadcast spectrum. Given the popularity of Wi-Fi, this

The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
could become aquick success, and draw
users further away front broadcasters'
own datacasting services. While much of
the spectrum would be unlicensed and
free to users for their home networks, the
WAN application would probably be auctioned to commercial service providers.
Even though it exists in broadcast spectrum, the most probable winners of such
auctions would be wireless telcos, who
are most likely to pony up big bucks for
winning bids.
Meanwhile, wireless telcos continue to
expand their offerings to ever-more-powerful consumer hardware. So-called 3G
services include numerous services targeted at the small but hi res color displays featured on 3G phones. Many of
these services duplicate the kind of offerings contemplated in datacasting, such as
stock reports, sports scores, news headlines and the like, including short fullmotion video clips. Here again, competition in such adata delivery market will
be stiff.
The datacasting marketplace is unique
in that it is being addressed by both
broadcasters and wireless telcos. While
this undoubtedly means greater competition, it could also allow new datacasting
services to become successful more
quickly, in that converged receiver platforms may be developed. Such devices
exist in Japan, where prototype 3G
phones with mobile digital video broadcast receivers are being tested.
Deploying receivers
One of the big ob,taLles to the success
of any new service is the widespread
deployment of receiving equipment.
History has shown that early successes
can happen when existing consumer
See DATA, page 14
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Improve the Air Around Solder Smoke
by Gary Palamara
In the 1950s and ' 60s my father
worked in plumbing. Sometimes he
would fashion toy soldiers out of
molten lead by pouring the hot lead
into molds. After they cooled, the toys
were given to my brother and me.
Handing a child a piece of lead
might lead to a court action today. Of
course my father didn't know about
the hazards of lead poisoning.
Lead has many attractive properties.
Among them, it is heavy and malleable; it has a low melting point and
good electrical and thermal conductivity; it is available at relatively low
cost.
Scientific data, though, show the
cumulative effect of lead on the body's
central nervous system and formation
of red blood cells. We know that children are vulnerable to high levels and
less likely to tolerate abuse.
A ban on the use of lead additives
in paint and gasoline took effect in the
1970s and ' 80s, and according to current federal law, lead may no longer be
used in or around drinking water or in
the food industry.
But lead also is one of the major
components in solder. As technicians,
most of our exposure to lead comes
when we repair or build equipment
using lead-based solder.
The European Union will ban lead
in electrical and electronic applications effective in July 2006. Other
"green" efforts, including voluntary
industry iniatiatives, may reduce the
use of lead. Sadly, even if regulators
around the globe implemented an outright ban on further use of lead solder
in electronics, many potential problems would remain.
We run the risk of coming in contact with lead when we repair older
equipment that still has lead solder

forming the joints. Also, not all health
concerns associated with solder come
from the lead. Significant problems
can arise from breathing solder smoke.
Bad air
Soldering is the act of joining two
metallic surfaces by the use of metal
alloys with low melting points.
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'Fumes may irritate the respiratory
system and after prolonged
repeated exposure can cause
an allergic reaction (Asthma):
Modern electronic solder is not entirely lead but amixture of elements.
Tin is added to make the connection
stronger and establish a lower melting
point, a prime consideration in electronics. So-called 60/40 solder contains 60 percent tin and 40 percent
lead. A flux material is added to promote uniform solder flow ( wetting)
and joint cleaning. The smoke released
when solder is melted comes from
heating the flux. For electronics anoncorrosive rosin- resin flux is used.
Although rosin is a natural product
made from pine trees, its use with other chemicals added to the flux makes
the solder fumes naturally acidic and
potentially harmful.
Inhalation of solder fumes is a
major concern. The residual lead con-

The Hakko 493 Smoke
Absorber is one model available
from electronics suppliers.
tent in solder smoke is negligible; the
immediate concern with smoke comes
from breathing the flux fumes.
For many people, prolonged exposure to solder smoke and fumes may
cause headaches, nausea, eye irritation
or occasional coughing. For an
unlucky few, chronic bronchitis and
occupational asthma can be the outcome. It's estimated that approximately one of five unprotected industry
workers will suffer this fate.
While removing lead from solder is
along-term plus for your body and the
environment, protecting users from
breathing solder fumes will yield an
immediate benefit in the form of a
healthier workspace. Simply put, you
are being exposed to the chemicals
found in the solder flux every time
you smell the smoke.
Perhaps we have become desensitized to the many warnings around us.
But we must not ignore the effects of
low-level, long-term exposure. In
many ways such problems are the easi-
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est to control. As with cigarette smoking, the effects of breathing solder
smoke and working around lead-based
solder may not become apparent for
many years.
So the question is how much direct
contact with lead and smoke inhalation is too much. Not being adoctor or
ascientist, Ierr on the side of caution.
Common sense suggests that if you
have the ability to control your exposure to a hazardous material, why not
do it?
After handling lead- based solder,
wash your hands prior to continuing
work or eating. This simple step will
help protect you from most of the hazards associated with touching the lead.
Blow it out
For further protection against airborne contaminants while soldering,
you might choose to control your
breathing environment by the use a
full- face respirator designed to trap
these hazards. While a respirator may
offer the worker an improved level of
protection, it seems impractical at
best. Besides, a respirator only protects the wearer, not the guests who
visit your shop or work area.
Experts in occupational safety tell
us that many safety inventions have
gone unused because of cost or difficulty of use.
Even though control of airborne
pollutants has been available for some
time, only recently has the technology
See SOLDER SMOKE, page 15

Data
Continued from page 12

equipment can be easily adapted or converted to new uses. A classic case is the
consumer adoption of the Internet and
the Web, which benefited from the
already installed base of PCs with
modems, and nearly universal POTS service. All that was required of the consumer for access to the new medium was
an ISP account and alittle downloadable
software.
In the case of datacasting, addressing
fixed- terminal users can take a similar
path, leveraging the large installed base
of PCs by the simple addition of adigital
receiver card — just as the Wi-Fi transition has done. In contrast, for the mobile
datacasting market, awhole new class of
hardware will need to be deployed, but
this could be converged with navigation,
gaming/entertainment or other "telematics" systems being added to cars as
optional ( and perhaps eventually, standard) equipment.
Finally, for the portable environment,
a converged 3G/DTV or 3G/IBOC
device would leverage the substantial
marketing power of wireless telcos, and
draw consumers to the use of broadcasters' datacasting services far more quickly than if broadcasters went at it alone.
So while competition will make success in the datacasting market difficult, it
could also jump-start the industry if the
right deals are cut and compatible standards adopted. These are the discussions
that are now starting to occur, and their
outcome will have strong resonance on
broadcasters' ability to succeed in the
new marketplace that datacasting could
engender.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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Solder Smoke
Continued from page 14

affordable for small industry
and the hobbyist. Some products on
the market offer areasonable compromise for home and industry.
The Zephyrtronics Air Plus ZT-4
and the Hakko model 493 both offer
become

Rear view showing the muffin fan
mounted on the cake pan.

unit for my shop, the knock-off works
almost as well, and I've decided to
dedicate it for those repair jobs around
the house. By suggesting that you
build the knock-off Idon't want to take
anything away from the professionally
made items.
But Iknow some will choose not to
protect themselves simply because of
the "high" cost, and that would be a
shame. If you do alot of repair or construction, I'd spend the extra money and
buy a commercial unit. For home use
you could put the smoke ejector on
Santa's wish list for Christmas or for
your birthday.
Buy it or build it, there's no excuse not
to improve the air while working around
solder smoke.
The Internet has numerous sites and
reports about occupational asthma and

colophony (rosin). Among them:
./ www.ccohs.caloshanswers/diseases/
asthma.html is by the Canadian Center
for Occupational Health and Safety and
includes a list of potentially hazardous
jobs;
• www.kester.com/enus/leadfreeindex.aspx discusses alternatives to rosin
fluxes and lead-free soldering and avoluntary ban on using lead-based solder in
manufacturing;
• http://consumerlawpage.com/
article/asthma.shtml has more on occupational asthma and Reactive Airways
Dysfunction Syndrome, induced by
chemical exposure.
Gary Palamara, AFI US, is a radio
amateur and afreelance audio engineer
He owns a professional sound services
company. Reach him at morningstar@
monmouth.com.
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Front view of my knock-off. An 8-inch
cake pan is sandwiched between
the 4-inch muffin fan and the frontmounted filter. The filter grin is
held in place with 6-32 wing nuts.

Logitek Brin gsF
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control of your breathing environment.
While soldering, rather than having
the solder smoke billowing into your
personal air space ( and potentially
others as well) these fume ejectors
direct the smoke away from the worker, and filter it in the process.
According to the product literature,
the filters trap approximately 80 percent of the airborne smoke. While 80
percent is not total control, that's 80
percent less than you are breathing
now. The filter material is made of a
high-density foam mixed with activated charcoal. Both commercially made
smoke ejectors are well designed and
may be ordered through several electronic suppliers including JAMCO
Electronics and Techni-Tool Co. The
units sell
for $ 50
to $ 150.
Replacement charcoal filters are available from either catalog. With average
use one filter will last several months.
Make it yourself
While commercial smoke ejectors are
well made and worth the money if you do
a lot of construction and repair, you can
fabricate a reasonable substitute in the
shop. After all, a smoke ejector mainly
consists of agood filter system and afan
to. suck in the fumes.
Photos four & five show my "knockoff" devise. A small " muffin" fan
scrounged from an old computer (before
it hit the landfill) was outfitted with the
same replacement filters used for the
conunercial units. A metal shroud around
the unit helps to direct and control the air
flow.
Rather than make a shroud from
scratch, Iused an 8-inch metal cake pan
from adiscount store; it did the job nicely. Even if you bought all of the parts
involved, the cost of fabricating asmoke
ejector
might
run
about $ 20.
Replacement filters are priced at about
five for $25.
If you build several smoke ejectors for
the home and workplace, the cost of filters becomes even more affordable. If
you solder only intermittently, one filter
might last a year or more. It's a small
price to pay to protect your health.
While Ipurchased a commercial

-TC --„ gnawing
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Wi-Fi Hotspots for Live Radio Reports
by Ty Ford
Live, wireless, on- the- scene radio
reporting with alaptop and amic? Tony
Gatto, general manager of radio operations at ABC News, says they're doing it
now in New York.
"Immediacy is everything in radio
news. The pre-existing technology is too
bulky. Cell phone audio quality is too
poor and cell phone reception is too unreliable."
While Wi-Fi coverage is still spotty in
Manhattan, ABC Radio Network stepped
into the new technology in August of last
year when ABC newsperson Tim Scheld,
equipped with a Dell laptop, wireless
(Wi-Fi) card and Musicam USA's
AudioTx Communicator software, called
in a live report from lower Manhattan
from his laptop over Wi-Fi wireless IP.
Key to the success of this experiment
was the AudioTX Communicator software, which, among other things, does
real-time conversion to MP3. A working
30-day demo is available for download at
www.musicamusa.com/techdocs/audiotxdload.htm.
In the Western Hemisphere, Musicam
USA sells and distributes AudioTX
Communicator software as the result of a
licensing agreement with MDOUK in the
United Kingdom. AudioTX Communicator

Tim Scheid finds a hot spot at the south end of City Hall Park in New York.

members, see www.wimaxforum.org.
According to Maarten van Duijn of
New District (
www.newdistrict.com),
who like others quoted here participated
in a recent NAB convention session on
the topic, Wi-Fi technology is now being
used in Amsterdam to bring doctors and
diabetic patients together over IP.
A grid of adozen Wi-Fi transceivers,
each with an operating radius of about
250 meters, dots the cityscape.
"The mesh routers (access points) are
via Wi-Fi radio signals connected to each
other. Each access point forwards traffic
from local users and from other neighbor
mesh routers. All the mesh routers form a
grid where one of the stations has VPN
functionality and is connected to the
Internet via broadband connection."
Van Duijns says sometimes rent and
power for the equipment is charged.
Sometimes free Internet can be offered as
compensation.
•
Diabetic patients are issued specially
engineered stools with microphones and
cameras. During "visits," the patient puts
his or her foot on the stool so doctors can
check the condition of wounds. This particular Wi-Fi network is password-pro-

($1k per station) can send and receive
MPEG Layer 2 and 3 as well as uncompressed audio in real time over IP networks.
With additional hardware, a laptop can
send and receive G.722 and G.711 over
hardwired Ethernet, ISDN, ADSL, DSL,
cable modem, leased lines or global ATM
networks. Gatto's point, however, is that

MONITORING TO THE POWER OF 8.

Maarten van Duijn of New District in Amsterdam
wired networks may no longer be needed
soon for news reporting.
Experienced IP warriors may warn
that the IP packet data transmissions over
the Internet are anything but secure and
robust, but Gatto says security takes a
back seat to immediacy and the news
department always has a backup plan
should the connection not hold.

The ultimate audio monitoring card. Times eigl-t.

A

tected, allowing access only to doctors
and patients.
Radio broadcasters in the United
States might find that building Wi-Fi or
WiMax hot spots and charging for local,
wireless Internet access might be a way
to add to the revenue stream. Coffee
shops, bars and technology stores now
charge anywhere from nothing to $ 10 per

BC Radio News is seeking technology
partners to develop its VVi-Fi efforts further.

Broadcast monitoring is more

important than ever. AudioScience makes it easier than ever with the amazing AS 18702/8703 8-channel
tuner adapter boards. Now you can monitor, log, verify ads anc identify content on 8audio channels
simultaneously from just about any source: AM, FM, even TV (AS18703). An onboard 225Mhz DSP
processes the audio and routes it out thru DB-9 and 50- pin connectors. Drivers for Windows 2000, XP
and Linux are available. Need even more power? Let Ls custon-configure tuner and DSP options for
any application. Call us at + 1-302-324-5333 or go to www.auc ioscience.com.

caireesfame

401.1" ier
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ABC Radio News is seeking partners
to develop this technology further. In the
future, Gatto sees a PDA-like device
capable of WiMax communication over
distances of up to 30 miles. For more
WiMAX info and the growing list of
technology companies signed on as

day for Internet access. Turnkey solutions
for setting up your own hot spots are
available at www.airpath.com.
Need
a reality
check?
Try
www.jiwire.com to search for paid Wi-Fi
hot spots or www.wififreespot.com for
free hot spots.
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IMNI PERSON

renewal.
The signature was Ronald Reagan's.
Of course the article was never read
by him, and most certainly the card I
received was every bit as boilerplate
White House, hoping then- President
as those publishers' sweepstakes mailReagan wouldn't mind the tax-exempt
ings Ireceived throughout the ' 80s.
status Ioffered the residents of " my
But I'm here to tell you in 1982, this
state." Never expecting a response, I 25- year- old jock and budding writer
thought that was it.
felt like he owned the world: actually
In late April 1982, a small envelope
selling my first-ever piece, and getting
arrived with the simple return address —
the attention of the White House in the
"The White House." Inside a card that
process.
read:
Today, that card remains taped to the
Throughout American history, our
back of the framed copy of that first
people have toiled to build the greatest
piece of mine that ever got published.
nation on earth. In times of challenge,
Both have followed me everywhere and
we have stood together proudly proboth still make me smile.
claiming our heritage and developing
Thank you, Mr. President.
our future. Thank you for your support
as we start our program for national
— Alan R. Peterson

An Author's Remembrance of Reagan
Since the announcement of former
President Ronald Reagan's death in June,
many broadcasters have shared their
favorite stories about the man. Some
grand, some lame. Here's mine.
Mid-January of 1982 was particularly
nasty in New England, and one night I
found
myself
snowed
in
at
WMAS(AM/FM), Springfield, Mass.,
unable to safely drive the 25 miles to get
home to the town of Huntington. The
sales office downstairs offered the only
dark and quiet place to retreat to, but it
was not comfortable and Ifound myself
awake after afew short hours of restless
sleep.

WMAS, and to my amazement, they
thought it was hysterical. A copy was
sent to the Op-Ed guy at the Springfield
Republican newspaper, and on Sunday,
Feb. 21, 1982, my goofy piece shared the
Viewpoint page above Art Buchwald's
weekly feature.
My first- ever attempt at writing
anything, and it actually was bought
by a newspaper. That was the impetus
that eventually led me to be writing
for you wonderful folks through these
pages.
Isent copies to everybody Iknew,
and just for the fun of it, dropped a
reprint in the mail addressed to The

LAW.

The author's first published piece
gets aWhite House response.
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As long as Iwas awake, Idecided to
put down on paper a silly story Ihad
knocking around in my head for a few
weeks: a51st state consisting of no more
than the boundary line across all states,
making it the longest, skinniest state in
the Union, touching both shores and
bringing together all Americans.
Stuck for aname, Icalled it Peterson.
Hey, it was late...
Ishowed it to a few jock buddies at
MARKET PLACE

SoftWright Turns to
High-Rez Shuttle
Topography Data
SoftWright LLC said its Terrain
Analysis Package Software can use Space
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data
acquired by NASA.
"This high-resolution topography data
offers the benefit of much more accurate
radio coverage predictions and path link
studies than were realistic prior to the
space shuttle mission," the company stated in its newsletter. " Elevation data is
now available for most of Europe, Asia as
well as South, Central and North
America."
SRTM made use of atechnique called
radar interferometry, in which two radar
images are taken from slightly different
locations,
the
company
stated.
"Differences between these images allow
for the calculation of surface elevation, or
change."
For information contact the company
in Colorado at (303) 344-5486 or visit
www.softwright.com/srtmdatasales.html.

Au di
oVAU LT:
Because you wouldn't drink from the other guy's mug.
Just because you sit in the same chair, it doesn't mean you have to work on the same screen as the
other talent. Whether you're left- or right-handed, left- or right- brained, the latest AudioVAULT
lets you create acustom interface that matches your workstyle. AudioVAULT enhances
automation and content management with asecond- generation CD ripper, true IP networking,
enhanced quick- start pallets, and other new benefits including RDS and HD Radio data service
integration. Now is the time to get serious about stepping up to the reliability of AudioVAULT.
Already own AudioVAULT? Contact BE for upgrade details.
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Save Money and Maybe Save Lives
by John Bisset
Charlie Rohde is an old DFW, Texas,
broadcast engineer who'd gotten tired
of calls in the middle of the night.
Ten years ago he went to work for
BNSF Railroad's telecom department at

face -mount devices as well as amethod
for their removal. A source for many of
these parts is Mouser Electronics in
Mansfield, Texas, on the Web at
www.mousercom or at ( 800) 346-6873.
They have an extensive stock of surface-mount components.

the device is showing live AC at the
circuit breaker on a Continental FM
transmitter.
Make it a practice to invest in this
little safety tool and run it across the
wires you're ready to dike or the transmitter you're about to enter. Some

line. There's a lot of experience
between the two. Give them a call if
you have an applications question on
Harris transmitter products.
After reminding readers of the need
to replace memory backup batteries, I
mentioned that these batteries are
found in most solid-state transmitters.
Gary wrote to correct me; the new
Harris AM DAX transmitter stores
operational parameters in non-volatile
EEPROM, so a battery is not needed.

iDet44«»,
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Fig. 1: Safety first. A voltage-sensing pen may save your life.

8161

g

Fig. 2: You have afreshly stocked first aid kit at your transmitter site ... don't you?

its network operations center — only to
Now for a tip on removal and
find that BNSF has one of the largest
replacement: Use two low- wattage
irons on either end of the device, then
private telecommunications network in
the world. Just one of its many 100
gently lift the part off. Another choice
Mbps routers sets it back $ 250,000.
is a "hot air" pencil iron. The prices on
This is data, nationwide two-way,
the hot air irons have dropped; they run
LAN, WAN, video, tracking systems —
about $ 175 or less.
everything he did in broadcasting, but
on abillion-dollar scale.
* * *
Charlie does keep up with his first
love, broadcasting, though.
Put an AC voltage- sensing pen at
After taking a look at an earlier
the top of your list. Joe Soucise, chief
Workbench, Charlie saw that Scott
at Infinity's WZLX(FM) in Boston,
Todd was looking for sources for sur- uses his Fluke pen regularly. In Fig. 1,

years ago, the Texas Association of
Broadcasters handed this type of pen to
attendees at its state convention. If your
SBE treasury permits it, how about
investing in these pens? Pass them out
to members who attend regular meetings. Who knows? The investment may
just save alife.
* * *
Gary Liebisch and Dave Agnew are
Harris radio application engineers for
the company's AM and FM product

Thanks for the clarification, Gary.
Liebisch is at gliebisc@harris.com.
* * *
William Weisinger runs William
Weisinger Engineering Services, based
in the Akron/Cleveland market. Bill
confirms that many Sage Endec EAS
units are nearing the end of the their
time/date battery lives.
A proactive replacement stance is
wise. In Bill's case he needed to pop
See FIRST AID, page 19
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©mega FM - $ 5880

COMPREHENSIVE PROCESSING FOR FM, WITH AN INDEPENDENT
AESIEBU OUTPUT THAT CAN FEED A DAB EXCITER AT THE SAME TIME.
Omega FM is a100%-digital, software- based design. New Rev2 software offers abuilt-in
scheduler for dayparting, plus advanced AGC logic, afourth section of parametr:c ECI, harmonic
bass enhancement and composite output filtering.
While Omega FM's composite/MPX output feeds your existing FM exciter, the fully
independent AES/EBU digital output can be configured for flat, 20kHz response
with progranmable delay. This allows asingle processing chain to impart a
common ' so -tic signature' to simultaneous FM and DAB transmissions. The
inherent audio quality limitations of FM ( 15kHz cutoff, plus pre- emphasis and its
attendant ' protection' limiting) wit not compromise the digital broadcast.

CD

I

I
ncevcinics

1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95080
TEL (831)458-0552 • FAX: (831)458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: into@inovon.com

Despite its modest price, Omega FM challenges the versatility and performance of
any processor on the market. Even if you are delighted with what you're using now,
see your preferred equipment supplier for acomparison demo at your station.
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...Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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First Aid
Continued from page 18

the hood on them anyway to replace
old PROM ICs with the new version.
In checking the manual, Bill found
that the replacement battery is a CR 2330. This is a 265 mAh, 23.0 x 3.0
(mm), 3 volt lithium battery. No problem, right? Guess again; not a single
CR2330 was to be found, not even at
the local Radio Shack store, which had
them as mail-order only and cost
$3.99. Even Harris was out when he
called.
A CR2320 would fit, but with 120
mAh, it wouldn't go the same distance.
A BR- 2330 looked good, but none of
those could be found either.
What's the bottom line? Bill found
and ordered several batteries from
Mouser Electronics. It's their part
number #658-CR2330. They cost $ 1.57
each plus UPS shipping, and they
arrived in afew days. Thanks, Bill, for
the advice.
For clusters of stations, get these
batteries ordered and replaced. It's also
advisable to stick a little note on the
Endec's top with the date the battery
was replaced, and where you ordered
it. It will save you a headache next
time areplacement is due.

MARKET PLACE

Autac Has
Shielded Cords
Autac Inc., amanufacturer of retractile cords, offers Aluminum Mylar
Foil-Shielded cords.
These can be used as including power cords, control cables and
miniature cord sets for various specialty applications; the company says
they are designed to eliminate RFI. The cord is a heat-laminated aluminum foil polyester tape with 24 AWG drain wire. The cords offer
protection against interference between the enclosed wires and its external surroundings.
The cords are available in PVC and TPE, and are featured in 12-, 24-,
36- and 48-inch sizes, which extend on a 1:5 ratio. Customized lengths
and ratios are available up to a 12 foot retracted length extending 60 feet.
The cords meet UL/CSA specifications.
For information contact the company in Connecticut at (800) 2433161 or visit www.autacusa.com.

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

* * *
Bill Weisinger's company has aneat
Web site, www.wwes.org. On the site,
Bill describes several products he manufactures that solve typical broadcast
problems.
The AM/FM Skimmer/Receiver/
Recorder is just what your PD wants to
order. It's a full- featured skimmer
(adjustable off and skim times), and it
doesn't use awall-wart power supply.
Looking for an inexpensive way to
reboot your studio computer? The AC
Remote Relay Box provides wired
remote control of any 115 VAC device.
The entire assembly is housed in adual
AC duplex box, with mounting tabs
and two active AC outlets. The relay
can be set for normally open or normally closed operation. Operation of
the Remote Relay Box is via low-voltage DC control pair, with the control
voltage generated inside the box; no
external supply is needed. The AC
Remote Relay Box costs $ 89.95 plus
shipping and handling.
Weisinger can be reached at
bill@wwes.org.
* * *
When was the last time you checked
the supplies in your first aid kit? Do
you even have a first aid kit, like the
one in Fig. 2, at your transmitter sites?
If you have ever needed first aid supplies, you'll agree akit is the best investment you could make. One of the most
common mistakes, though, is not replenishing supplies. Next transmitter visit,
open your kit and see what's missing.
John Bisset has worked as achief engineer and contract engineer for more than
30 years. He is northeast regional sales
manager for Dielectric Communications.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or john.bisset@dielectric.spx.com.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and Dialify for SBE recertification credit. e

KVEG-FM - Las Vegas, NV

Broadcast Automation Software
Innovation has been the trademark for OMT since
1984, with an impressive list industry firsts that have
set the stage for the future of broadcast solutions.
From our iMediaTouch broadcast automation system,
to our # 1selling digital logger and our award winning
internet streaming software, our iMedia product lines
provide innovative choices for your radio group or station.
We guarantee that your station will be prepared for the
future of radio with iMediaTouch

"I've been building studios since Iwas 13 years
old iMediaTouch is far ahead of the others in
both ease of use and straight forward design
They also care about the quality of your product
-The Music Jay Rose - Engineer
Jay Rose Engineering - HOT

97.5

KVEG Install

iMediaTouch features:
-Non-proprietary haroware use any audio card any PC
-Supports MP2 MP3. PCM. VVMA and Dolby'
-Live Assist. Satellite or Full Automation
-Complete website integration with XML or HTML output
-On- Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
-CD Ripper and complete production tools for automation
-On- Air studio or Production studio Voicetracking
-On-Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilities
-Proven on XP Pro since 2002 Supports 'Ahndows 2000 & NT

Find out why over 1000 radio stations and the top
consumer music providers all chose OMT products.
The Original. The Standard. The Irmovator. Cline
technoiogies

To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com
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Indians, Pakistanis Have Radio Voice
by Ken R.
In 1934 the Telecommunications Act
advised broadcasters to serve "the public interest, convenience and necessity."
The spirit of that law burns brightly
in the small community of Berkely, Ill.,
population 5,245.

Desi Junction Radio broadcasts in a
mix of languages including Hindi and
Urdu. The former is the official language of India, the latter, Pakistan.
Most people who speak one can understand the other.
"I noticed that over the last two
years there has been political tension

Dara Singh, Sonia David, Jassi Parmar, Sanchita Parmar,
Happy Heer and Bhavna Malhan in VVJJG's studio.
But that number is misleading
because within the broadcast contour of
WJJG(AM) reside over 300,000 Indian
and Pakistani people. Desi Junction
Radio brokers four hours of time on the
suburban Chicago station each Sunday
afternoon to entertain, inform and connect that audience.
"All our employees are unpaid volunteers, including the radio hosts," said
Sanchita Parmar, public relations director and wife of Jasvinder " Jassi"
Parmar, one of the on- air hosts. "We
have about 20 to 25 people involved in
creating four hours of programming
each week."
"Desi" ( pronounced "Daisy") is an
Indian word meaning "from the country" and "Junction" refers to where
these people meet.
"We are the only show that tries to
bring the people of India and Pakistan
together," she said. "They speak the
same language, wear the same clothes,
and some have had to move from one
country to the other. This show gives
them a chance to talk, share memories
and enjoy the music."
Her husband elaborated on the mission of the programming.
"We started on the air with arecorded music show just two weeks before
9/11," said Parmar. "After that we started doing live shows and talked to alot
of people on the air who were shaken
up by this tragedy. We selected from a
wide variety of music from both countries which fit the emotions and helped
these people cope."

small studio in the basement of his
home where commercials are written
and produced.
The commercials show a flair for
humor and the dramatic not often heard
on other stations.
"Most people turn down the volume
for commercials, but not on our show,"
he said. "We sell our own commercials
and work with the advertisers to find
out what they want. We then get six or
seven people together to figure out how
to convey that message in just : 60 seconds, and often we use funny stories
with many people talking. Sometimes
we mimic popular Indian film stars and
listeners wonder how we got those
celebrities to do our commercials!"
There is apolicy of no more than six
ads per hour, which allows the volunteers to do their best work on each one.
The revenue from these spots goes to
pay for the brokered time on WJJG.
The listeners count
Among the listener comments at
www.desijunction.com is one from
Charandeep Singh: "Your message of
love and brotherhood has started to make
an impact on both communities and it will
spread everywhere. It will reach India and
Pakistan and you people will achieve
what no one in history could do."

Sanchita Parmar, Bhavna Malhan and Manisha Mittal
during a live remote with a listener (second from left).
between these two countries, including
the threat of nuclear weapons," Jassi
Parmar said. " Ihave never seen this
tension among the people we meet. In
fact, we believe it is the leaders who
want war, not the people so we decided
to come forward and fight this in our
own way."

Desi Junction Radio often takes to
the road using amobile studio, actually a personal van, to facilitate remote
broadcasts. Apparently these events
are well appreciated by the Indo Pak
community.
"We sometimes get 1,500 or 2,000
listeners to show up," said Sanchita
Parmar. "And even though we are just
Homemade radio
common people, our audience treats us
Everyone involved with Desi
like stars. That made us realize we
Junction Radio has day jobs, including
were doing something important."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster and a
Jassi Parmar, a computer engineer for
United Airlines during the week. With former Chicagoan who now devotes full
no prior radio experience, he built a time to writing.
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The Ad
Council's
New
Campaign
by Steve Sullivan
The group responsible for some of the
most memorable public service campaigns
in media history is launching acampaign of
adifferent sort.
Since its birth in 1942 as the War
Advertising Council, the Advertising
Council has come up with slogans that have
permanently imprinted on the public consciousness: "
Loose lips sink ships." " Only
you can prevent forest fires." "A mind is a
terrible thing to waste."
Getting these messages to the public has
always depended on media companies airing or publishing them as inventory became
available. It was apractice that was somewhat unpredictable, but seemingly — and
consistently — sucessful.
Now, however, the Ad Council is looking to make placement alittle less happenstance. For the first time in its 62-year history, the organization is asking media
companies for upfront commitments of
inventory for its PSAs.
Why the change?
When you take aclose look at the council, it doesn't resemble an organization that
was in need of achange.
"We're apretty robust social marketing
organization," said Peggy Conlon, who has
served as president and chief executive officer since 1999. The non-profit organization
is funded by donations from media companies, advertising agencies and major advertisers.
"We're structured like an advertising
agency that would outsource its creative.
We have acampaign management staff that
manages our 50 campaigns. We have a
research department; acommunications
department that helps manage all the public
relations that's done on behalf of our campaigns; and we have an interactive department that builds Web sites and creates banners and does alot of things online with the
campaigns. There are about 85 people in
all."
The way the organization had gone
about getting media placements for the past
four decades was by no means failing.
Contributions exceeded $ 1billion for the
past six years, topping out two years ago at
$1.5 billion. Of all the media sectors, "radio
has always been our largest supporter,"
Conlon said. In 2003, media companies
donated $ 1.3 billion, with radio representing 44 percent of the total.
Conlon said the traditional practice isn't
See AD COUNCIL page 27
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Both RoadStar and NetStar come conpleze with IP and ISDN connections, AAC, AAC Low Delay,
MPEG

2,

MPEG 3, G.722 and G.711 encoding, and can even send and receive linear

uncompressed audio. Both are effortless to operate, with automatic recogrition of the calling
codec and abuilt in Web Server for remote control from anywhere. 13oth give you 8contact
closures and ancillary data. Both car 3utorratically switch from IP to ISDN, or vice-versa, if the
primary link becomes unreliable.
NetStar is rack or tabletop mount. RoadStar * s
portable, with abuilt-in 4- channel mixer, 48 VDC
phantom power, analog and AES/EBJ inputs and
outputs and adual headphone monitoring system.
Now, you can take your stereo show on the -oad and
deliver spectacular audio your way.

RoadStar rear panel

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600

MUSICAM USA

732-739-18' 8fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.MUSiCEMUS3.COM

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems hr.
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The FM Auction: Promise and Pitfalls
simply trying to bid more than the next
guy on each item — the FCC's auction
system involves considerably more
potential gamesmanship.
You can specify more than one
(indeed, all 290, if you like) of the channels in your initial application. Assuming
that you are willing to submit a
sufficiently large upfront payment, you would then be able to
bid on any or all of the channels
so specified. But you would not
necessarily have to bid on each
channel during each round of
the auction.
When you submit an upfront
payment, the FCC translates that
payment to "bidding credits" to
which you are entitled. Each
dollar you submit is worth one
credit. Your total credits ( i.e.,
the total of your upfront payments) establish your " maximum eligibility" for bidding during each
round of the auction. Your bidding credits entitle you to participate in any market
you have specified in your Form 175
application. That is to say, the bidding
credits you are given based on your
upfront payments are not market-specific,
and can be used to establish your eligibility to bid in any market listed in your
application up to the limit of your maximum eligibility.

by Harry Cole
While there was certainly news on the
indecency front in May and June, we at
Team Cole's Law are determined not to
become a one- trick ( er, perhaps we
should say "single-talent") pony, unable
to report about anything but dirty words.
So let's talk about auctions.
You have heard by now that the FCC
has scheduled an auction of 290 FM
channels to begin on Nov. 3. This is big
news because it represents the first time
in more than ten years that the public at
large has been able to file for vacant FM
channels. During the intervening decade
the competitive and regulatory landscapes have shifted dramatically, and it
will be interesting to see how the public
reacts to this opportunity.
Anyone thinking about participating in
the auction action should be sure to
review the FCC's June 10, 2004 public
notice laying out the initial ground rules
for the auction. You can find acopy of
that notice, and all other FCC notices
relating to the auction — which the commission has dubbed "Auction 37- FM
Broadcast" — at http://wireless.fcc.gov/
auctions/37.
Do Ihear $ 10,000?
The important thing to remember is
that the FCC's auction process is not an
intuitively obvious one, so familiarity in
advance will prove helpful.
Unlike "conventional" auctions — in
which bidders compete for individual
items, one at a time, with each bidder

Credit check
Confused? Check out a couple of
examples.
First, the simplest case: In your appli-

cation you specify only one channel that
you want to apply for, and the u.front
payment for that channel is $ 10,000. You
submit an upfront payment in that
amount. When the auction starts, you can
bid on only that one channel, the only
one specified in your application.

Second, a slight variation: In your
application you specify two channels,
each of which has an upfront payment of
$10,000. If you submit an upfront payment of $20,000, you would be able to

are "active" in each round in markets
having an aggregate upfront value of
$200,000, you remain able to bid, in the
next round, with respect to any of the
channels you specified in your application, even if you did not place any bids
on any of those channels in earlier
rounds.
In this last example, in the first two
rounds you might bid on the $ 200,000
channel alone. Since abid in that market
would exhaust your maximum eligibility,
you would not be able to bid on any other
markets during those rounds. But let's
say that, by the end of round 2, you feel
that the $200,000 channel is being priced
beyond your limits by other bidders. In
rounds 3-5, you might then decide to bid
on the four $50,000 markets. Since such
bids would again exhaust your 200,000
bidding credits, you would not be able to
bid on any of the other markets ( i.e., any
of the $ 10,000 markets, or the $200,000
market) during that round.
But let's then say that one of the
$50,000 markets gets priced out of your
league by other bidders. In round 6, you
could then continue to bid on the other
three $50,000 markets, but also place bids
in five of the $ 10,000 markets — meaning
that you would be "active" in markets having an aggregate value of $200,000, representing your maximum eligibility.

T

he FCC's auction process is not an
intuitively obvious one, so familiarity

in advance will prove helpful.
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Roaive ewe /gicre./
furry Roduold • Market Exit«

7111111Y (
30) :30-SEC.
BACK-TO-SCHOOL

SAFETY FEATURES
$139

Free Demos & Info at
www.gracebroadeastcom

-888-472-2388

.
30-

and : 60- second features

FREEDEMOS & SALES TIPS !
www.gracebroadcast.com

100% Royalty-Free
Commercial
Production Music
kyasysl.IscDh$3t
$99.
I« for$169.
in all 16 far$299.
Get amy 4for

C
emplet, week Ihdep
adds« ife WPM ià

mwmadio-mallcom
or call 1-800-759-4561

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

bid on both channels in each round of the
auction. In fact, you would have to bid on
both in each round, because your "maximum eligibility" would be 20,000 bidding credits (based on your total upfront
payment of $ 20,000), and the rules
require that in each round you must be
"active" (i.e., either place abid or be the
standing high bidder from the preceding
round) in markets whose upfront payments equal your maximum eligibility.
Because you would be able to bid in
only two markets (i.e., the ones listed in
your application) and since the two
upfront payments for those two markets
equal your maximum eligibility, you
would have to bid in both markets during
each round, or risk losing eligibility.

By the time you get to round 7, you
may have determined that the price for the
$200,000 channel, which you stopped bidding on after round 2, really isn't all that
high. At that point, you could jump back in
and bid in that market, even though you
had not been active there since round 2.
But since the $200,000 value of that market would exhaust your maximum eligibility, you would not be able to bid in any other markets during that round.
There are obviously a near- infinite
range of possible maneuvers. We leave it
to all you would-be auction participants
to devise your own strategies. Our goal
here is to make sure you know that it will
be important to have thought this all
through before the auction begins.

Strategy time
A third example may help clarify this.
Suppose in your Form 175 you specify a total of 15 channels, 10 of which
have upfront payments of $ 10,000 each,
four of which have upfront payments of
$50,000 each, and one of which has an
upfront payment of $200,000. You submit an upfront payment of only
$200,000, which gives you "maximum
eligibility" of 200,000 bidding credits.
During each round of the auction you
would have to be "active" with respect to
markets totaling in the aggregate
$200,000. Thus, you could bid on the
$200,000 channel. Or you could bid on
all four of the $50,000 channels. Or you
could bid on 10 of the $ 10,000 channels
and two of the $50,000. As long as you

Caveat emptor, baby
Another step that should be taken well
in advance is atechnical assessment of the
actual usability of any particular channel
you may have taken some interest in.
You might think, since the FCC has
listed the channels and provided their
classifications, that all the available channels are fresh- from- the- factory- still- intheir-shrink-wrap, perfect in every way. If
you think that, you might be wrong.
A number of experienced broadcast
engineers have reviewed the list of channels
and made some disturbing observations.
For example, one engineer reports finding
nine channels short-spaced to Canada, three
channels bearing indications that they are
reserved for noncommercial use, one chan-

See AUCTIONS, page 23
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DW-Radio Targets
U.S. Listeners
DW-Radio, part of Germany- based
international public broadcaster Deutsche
WeIle, has launched an evening radio
news magazine for the United States.
The organization said the introduction
of "Newslink Plus" is the first time in a
decade that an international broadcaster
has entered the U.S. daily public radio
news market with an hour-long news
magazine.
Spokesman Greg Fitzgerald stated in
the announcement, "Newslink Plus will
be produced with the format features
most public radio stations request,
including the ability to begin the hour
with an NPR newscast."
"Most of the editors in U.S. newsrooms don't have access to the European
news resources available to Deutsche
WeIle's news team, because most don't
speak the language and the news agenda
in Europe is very different."
The program is being carried so far by
WAMU(FM) in Washington and
WILM(AM) in Wilmington, Del.

Auction
I> Continued from page 22
nel which could not be located in CDBS,
and 10 channels that are apparently shortspaced to one or another allotment under
Section 73.215 of the rules.
These items were brought to the attention of the commission's staff. According
to the staff, international short-spacings
should be resolved well in advance of the
auction. But as to the Section 73.215
short- spacings, the staff was not at all
sympathetic. Essentially, it advised that
the burden of "determining any issues
involving the allotments" falls squarely
on the prospective bidder. In the words of
one staffer, "Buyer beware."
This, of course, is how shady used car
dealers and yard sale operators offer their
wares of uncertain provenance. And in
some circumstances an "as is, where is"
condition may make sense for all participants in the transaction.
But here we are talking about the U.S.
government selling FM frequencies over
which it exercises complete control
through an elaborate regulatory scheme
of technical specifications and licensing.
And by using the auction process, the
government is trying like mad to squeeze
out the highest possible payment for each
of the channels on the block. So it's abit
difficult to see how the FCC might justify
such abuyer-unfriendly approach.
But the FCC is calling the shots here.
That being the case, potential bidders
should be sure to examine the channels in
which they are interested to be sure that,
when the dust settles, the payments have
been made and the CP issued, the channel
you end up with affords you the opportunities you had in mind when you bid for it.
Potential opportunities are surely lurking in the list of available channels. But
so, too, are plenty of potential pitfalls.
Solid planning, starting now (the Aug. 6
deadline is fast approaching), should be
the order of the day.
Harry Cole is a member of the law
firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.
He can be reached at ( 703) 812-0483 or
via e-mail to cole@fhhlaw.com.

DW-Radio describes itself as the
largest international broadcaster in central Europe. The program is an expansion
of an existing 30-minute broadcast available on shortwave. It originates in Bonn,
Germany, and is taken via satellite by
Chicago- based distributor WFMT
Networks at 9 p.m. Eastern, then transmitted via public radio satellite. Stations
can air it live or time- shifted; affiliates
also may broadcast just the first 30 minutes.
For information, contact the company
in Massachusetts at (508) 653-1644 or
send e-mail to dwusa@mac.com.

Rick Demarest

15

a DW-Radio program host.
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BSW is Stocked with Ilenu
%MeIVi1M%

W

orking as
an engineer
at asmaller
station group can
be challenging,
and buying new
equipment isn't as
easy as writing a
check," says George
Seifert, Assistant
Engineer at Rubber
City Radio Group in
Akron, Ohio.
"I try to purchase
all of our equipment
from BSW," says
George. My budget
is tight and BSW's
prices are rockbottom — absolutely
the best! Even when
I'm required to get
multiple bids, BSW
is always the lowest."

FREE Comrex Road Case
with Bluebox Pair or
MatrWMatrixRack!
The easy-to-use Comrex BlueBox
codee has the ability to send 15 kHz
audio over astandard analog phone line
for high-quality remote broadcasts. Buy
one BlueBox for the studio and one for
your remote site and BSW will throw
in aFREE heavy-duty Comrex road case!
The Matrix codec is the ultimate in broadcast
remote flexibility. With POTS, ISDN and GSM
wireless capabilities in asingle package, the
modular Matrix gives you the ability to be ready
for any situation that may present itself in the
field. Buy aMatrix Portable and aMatrix Rack
codee and receive aComrex large road case.

MN

1014

fr,

0.C. White Co.

Rubber City Radio
Group operates three
stations in Akron. The
company also owns four
licenses in Michigan. They combine avariety of analog and digital equipment
at their facility. (
Evidently...check out the UREI Limiters in the rack.) "The
analog stuff is still good," says George. " But we recently added aComrex
Matrix codee at the station and there are many advantages to incorporating
digital technology"
George began his radio career as aboard-op in 1996, but soon migrated into
the engineering side of the business. " Ilearned aton when we consolidated our
three stations into the same building in 1998" he says. " Plus Ihave areally
knowledgeable guy to learn from in Al Hruska, our Chief Engineer."
Besides being afull-time broadcast engineer, George has astrong passion for
music and freelances as afront-of-house operator for the local music scene.
And if that doesn't keep him busy, his four kids will ( three are teenagers).

Two Booms
2-Pack Studio
Mie Booms

Only $149 00

O.C. White's ProBoom is our
best-selling deskmount studio mie
boom. This sturdy 41" arm comes
complete with a12" riser for tabletop mounting and two sets of upper
springs to accommodate microphones
of all weights and sizes. Lifetime
manufacturer warranty! Black color.
Now on sale in the 2-pack for a
very limited time!
PROBOOM-B2PK
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List $ 198.00
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Thanks for the business, George.

PMD6

Taking advantage of our huge
Remote Gear Sale, George is
packed and ready. The new gear
is purchased and the van is
loaded. But where are the interns
who are supposed to set up all
of the PA gear?

Rugged, Low-Noise Compact Mixer

KUSTO

SHURE

The Shure M367 field mixer's low-noise design makes it ideal for use with digital
transmission links and digital video/audio recording media, including ISDN and DAT.
Compact and extremely rugged, the M367 is built to withstand the most demanding
field production conditions, and makes agreat choice for studio, remote or sound
reinforcement use. It features 6balanced mic/line inputs, phantom power, input peak
LEDs, balanced, 2-position mix bus, all-metal chassis and much more.
Purchase the M367 from BSW by September 30th and get aFREE rack shelf!
M367

List $84324

669°°

e

Complete PA System
Save 50% at BSW!

Save huge on this complete PA package featuring Kustom's Profile System
One digital, portable 100-watt PA system. This affordable PA has plenty of in!
—four balanced XLR with phantom power and five at line level. It even has a
plug-in effects bus and built-in digital effects. And the compact design of the
line array cabinets make setup and teardown abreeze. Included in this amazil
BSW PA package are four Audio-Technie,a ST95MKII cardioid dynamic mies, 1
windscreens, four mie floor stands, two Kustom KPS-SS100 speaker stands, fi
ft. XLR mie cables and aroller bag. Save almost $500.00 off list prices! Order 1
PROFILE1RBPKG

List $995.00

499°°

te Gear at the Best Prices!
SENNHEISER
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New Codee with
Stereo POTS
Capability!
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Your Choice
Only $11 99"

--

For the first time, phase lock left and right
audio channels over two ordinary telephone
lines, for stable and reliable 15 kHz FM quality
stereo programming! The new Tieline iMix G3
6-input digital remote codec/mixer (#TLM600)
incorporates an expansion slot allowing
broadcasters to select from arange of new
hardware modules, including GSM to landline
wireless, Stereo/Mono ISDN, Stereo or Dual
Mono POTS plus new IFB and Telephone Talkback
Caller facilities. Call for our low sale price!

Popular Headsets w/ Hard-Wired Connectors
Save big on these two popular headsets with big price reductions from
BSW! The Sennheiser HMD280 is perfect for noisy environments, with a
noise-rejecting supercardioid mic; and the BeyerDynamic DT290 is an
easy-wearing lightweight favorite, comfortable for even marathon
broadcasts. Both feature BSW specially-ordered, hard-wired 1/4" headphone
and XLR mic connectors — another advantage for you. This special price
won't last long, so call and stock up today!

Order by September 30th and BSW will include
aFREE waterproof Pelican road case!

BSW Exclusive!

II

Self-Contained Fender PAs
with FREE AKG Mie Packs!
BSW has an incredible offer on all Fender Passport
PA systems! Right now, purchase any Fender PA and
receive either one or two AKG performance microphone
packs! There are six complete Fender systems to choose
from so call or go online for adescription of each.

table Solid-State Recorder w/USB
.
latest generation Solid-State recorder from Marantz is
tibie with Compact Flash and Microdrive memory cards
w has a USB port, for the ultimate in digital recording!
rds in WAV, Broadcast Wave, MP2 or MP3 formats with
able bitrate and sampling frequency, allowing complete
lover file size and audio quality. Recording features
XLR mi.: inputs, unbalanced line I/O on cinch/RCA,
I/O; switchable phantom power; auto/manual recording
mnrol; and abuilt-in condenser mic and speaker. 64 MB
7,ard included.
e now and get aFREE Marantz carrying case from BSW.
0

List $899.99
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AutoHybrid

Buy 4, Get FREE
Custom Rack Kit!

our
)ur 25
oday.

JK Audio's new auto-answer telephone line
interface gives you simultaneous send and
receive audio through analog telephone lines.
Not just another half duplex auto-coupler,
this is afull duplex AutoHybrid. The dual
transformer hybrid is capable of 20 dB nominal
trans-hybrid loss. AutoHybrid is perfect for
monitoring remote locations, IFB feeds, and
many PA telephone interface applications.
Right now, buy four and get aFREE
rack shelf exclusively from BSW!
AUTOHYEiRID

List $ 1,149.99

C
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MiniDisc Reporter's Kit with
Recorder, Mie and Battery Charger

P#11 1
kIlb
CE11112111MIEEI

List $ 175.00

The MDP500 minidisc recorder offers abalanced XLR
mic input with switchable phantom power, limiting and
ganging. Power is supplied by rechargeable Nickel Metal
Hydride batteries (supplied), delivering up to 4hours
recording time. Connections include: XLR mic/line
inputs, RCA phono line outputs, coaxial and optical
S/PDIF digital I/O, headphone jack and aUSB interface.
Order now and get aFREE broadcast-quality Sennheiser
HD280 closed-ear headphone (a $99.00 value) from BSW!

Full Duplex Hybrid for Less

uts

PD250

Housed in awater and dust-proof Pelican case, the popular
HHb MDP500RiKIT Reporter's Kit contains aMDP500
portable MiniDisc recorder, Sennheiser MD46 interview mic
with cable, universal charger/AC adaptor, two battery caddies,
aUSB cable and six HHb MD80 80-minute MiniDiscs.

JK Audio

JK Audio

The top-of-the-line Passport Deluxe PD250 (shown)
is a250-watt portable sound system complete with a
self-powered 6-channel mixer and 2speaker arrays
co-developed with BOSE for amazing, theatre-quality
sound! You also get 2dynamic cardioid mics and all the
necessary connection cables. Order today and get
TWO FREE AKG dynamic vocal mics with 13880
capsules, K55 headphones, mic boom stands and
15 ft. mic cables, exclusively from BSW!

1

59 00

MDP50012/KIT

List $ 1,769.00

Call

BSW offers package pricing • Let us save you money on your next quote

800 • 426 • 8434 or online @ wvvw.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.
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Pomona Debuts
Broadcast Line,
XLI? Connectors
Following its introduction of abroadcast line, cable manufacturer Pomona Electronics has debuted its
XLR connectors, which feature aclamping mechanism that it says withstands 100 pounds of pull without
disconnecting the cable.
Gold contacts and black nickel coating are offered to reduce reflection, as is alatching mechanism for
more secure connections. The connectors also are available on 10-25-foot cable assemblies made with
Belden 1172A four-conductor Star Quad low-impedance cables.
Pomona's broadcast line includes cable assemblies that ship plug-and-play-ready with the option of
adding markings or customer logos.
"As the broadcast market has migrated to HD and other forms of digital signals, the demand for highquality connectors and cable assemblies has grown dramatically," said Product Manager Dwight Hyland.
Pomona Electronics broadcast equipment is available from most general electronics and broadcast specialty distributors.
For more information, contact the company in Washington at (800) 490-2361 or visit www.pomonaelectronics.com.

Products (‘<': Services

CircuitWErkes Control 5olutions

1411111111116ffl
01?-10 Dial Up Controller &
Remote Broadcast Interface
E> The DR-10 is aDial- Up remote control
with telephone audio input and output
for remote broadcasting.
E> If your automation works with satellite
networks, you can use the DR10's relay
outputs to fire commercials, liners. etc.

D Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone
audio directly into the program path when
necessary. especially for emergencies.

D When

used with our Silencer Option. the

DR- 10 is the ONLY product available that

GEN1r9 Programmable
OTIYIr Tone Encoder

pi:WY Programmable Belau
Multiplier Fr Converter

DThe GENT'S

D12 optocouplecl inputs and 16
CPU-controlled relay outputs.

is apowerful, yet

inexpensive DThIF Generator that can
produce either single DTMF tones or

Control any output or a group of
outputs from a single contact or
from a group of GPIs using logic
modes like AND. OR, XOR, NOR,
NAND, NXOR. Interlocked. etc.

can record and play DTMF sequences
up to 20 digits.

DActive,

DOutput modes include:

Momentary.
Toggled, Leading or Trailing Edge,
Pulse Stretching up to 45 hours.
Input Debounce, Maximum Ontime.
Minimum Ontime and more.

DProgram or control the relays

by
serial port using terminal or GUI.

balanced, audio input and

output lets you mix () De and program
material without an external mixer.

DProgram or control the GENr8 by serial
port using terminal or our free GUI

DOptically isolated inputs work with
external contact closures to send tones

will completely remove DTMF control tones

or program the GENII.

from the audio path for extra clean remotes.

Learn how you can takE

_

control at www. circuitwerkes. com

0
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CirctiitVVerkes. - P805 NW 6141 Street. Gainesville, Floride 32609. USA.

Looking for Reliability, and Affordability?

Oa _ OM_ In am

352-P3S-655S

Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture
• ...It=

Have you forgotten about the
"CLASSIC"

PACEMAKER 1032?

Constructed,

d
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Delivered and
Installed by
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Now also serving you

GRAM

800-327-6901

www.autogramcorp.com

from the West Coast!

TEL: 610-925-2785

Studio Technology West

FAX: 610-925-2787

310B Coney Island Dr.
Sparks, NV 89431

529 Rosedale Rd, Ste. 103
Kennett, PA 19348

TEL: 775-351-2042

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

FAX: 775-351-2082

web: www.studiotechnology.com
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Ad Council
Continued from page 20

away. But, she said the new approach
may be more useful way for companies to
more fully direct their public service campaigns.
"It was something of asurprise the way
this came up," Conlon said. "We didn't
specifically go in search of anew way of
doing things. It surfaced during along-term
strategy planning project."
During apro bono project for the Ad
Council, the media practice group of the
worldwide consulting firm McKinsey &
Company interviewed several media companies. McKinsey discovered that media
consolidation had presented the companies
with huge amounts of potential inventory
that was available for PSAs. But few of the
companies were using their inventory in a
structured way.
"Companies are just getting to the point
where they've absorbed alot of this consolidation and they've recognized that they
have alot of public service inventory they
want to take greater control over," Conlon
said. "They want it to be focused, they want
it to reflect the personality and values of the
parent company.
"McKinsey came back and said, 'These
companies are starting to recognize that
when you roll up all their assets, they've got
some pretty significant inventory that
they're dedicating to public service.'
"And Ithink that's what started the
idea. The major media companies would
like to be known for something. If your
messages are scattered and they're not
branded, Idon't think the average consumer understands that these may not be
paid spots. It's nice to be able to say,
'This message is brought to you by Clear
Channel. —
Conlon said the new approach allows the
Ad Council to help the companies target
issues that better match their audiences.
"Instead of going out and promoting
campaigns and then counting it up at the
end of the year, now we can come in at the
beginning of the process and say, 'We'd like
to be your public service advertising partners. We want to help you select the issues.'
going

'Robust docket'
"We have arobust docket of around 50
campaigns with almost something for every
demographic. We can deliver to an organization across avariety of demographics on
issues they feel would reflect their culture
and things they would want to get gauged
with, whether it's education, health or the
environment."
Many media companies seem to be
accepting of the new strategy. Among the
major media players that have made the
upfront commitments are Clear Channel,
Cox Radio, Bloomberg, Time Warner and
Hearst-Argyle. By the end of the first half of
the year, the council had received nearly
$250 million in commitments.
Conlon said, "Our goal for 2004 is to go
from $ 1.3 billion to $ 1.7 billion. We're on a
three-year path to double our donated
media. If you take alook at what it will take
over the next three years to hit that goal, we
need to have a25 percent average increase
per year."
Clear Channel came on board with a
$120 million commitment for Ad Council
campaigns. Lisa Dollinger, senior vice president of corporate communications for
Clear Channel, said, "We believe that the
diversity of issues and topics covered by the
Ad Council campaigns offer enough variety
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and choice to fit with our decentralized
structure. Local managers can identify
PSAs that best fit the unique needs of their
local community and localize them as
appropriate. Our local managers are pleased
with the quality of the Ad Council's PSAs
and have received positive responses from
their listeners!'
Cox Radio is another of the companies
that has made an upfront commitment,
although it would not disclose the level of
its commitment.
Dick Ferguson, Cox Radio's executive
vice president, said, " This is a new
approach for us to do it as awhole company.
Our
stations
run
pretty
autonomously, so there was a certain
amount of buy- in we had to get at the
local level. We're going to divide up the
campaigns among our stations and have
them pick the ones that make the most

sense in their communities. We did the
internal work and made the commitment
and now we're starting to work the
process through.
"I think the Ad Council has done areally
great job of focusing on issues that need to
get out there," Ferguson said. "The creative
they've done on alot of their stuff is outstanding. They've taken avery proactive
approach to working with radio stations and
groups to customize things on alocal basis
and do what's necessary to be really effective.
"This is anew approach for us and we're
actually working through the details right
now. But we think it's the right thing to do:'
Steve Sullivan is the executive news editor for multimedia at The Baltimore Sun
and a co-founder of the Advanced
Interactive Media Group. Reach him at
steve.sullivan@baltsun.com.

Peggy Conlor

have you got the equipment necessary
to appreciate apt-XTM?

aptXTM - available to license

The

aptXTM

algorithm is the first choice for

many of the world's leading professional
audio equipment manufacturers.

But don't take out word for it Call now
for ademo and discover why aptXTM
is the algorithm your ears have been
waiting for.

Its groundbreaking performance ensures
alow delay of less than 2milliseconds

Find out why

and aloss- less technique for digital

leaders' choice; contact us today.

aptXTM

is the market

audio data compression

Audio Processing Technology
Tel: 1323 463 2963
Cell:1 323 974 0177
Email: aptmarketing@aptx.com
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Just because its compact doesn't mean it has less impact. You're reading this aren't you!?
DSPX, the 1RU sized FM-IBOC-HD-NET processor from BW. Small box, small price, BIG sound.
Now available from broadcasters general store.
For more info or to arrange ademo contact BGS on 352-622-7700
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DSPX DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCAST PROCESSOR
4band rms agc - 4band dynamic limiters - dual use outputs - lookahead limiting - distortion controlled clipping - composite processing - bass enhancement - rs232 and IP control
real time clock for scheduling - remote trigger port - factory and user presets - dual screens - digital and analog 10 - flash upgradable - much much much more.

www.dsp-x.com
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REPORT

Matrix On Call for Emergency
Clear Channel Chicago Uses the Comrex
Codec for Impromptu Broadcasts
by Tin- Wright
Ser ior Studio Engineer
Clear Channel Chicago
CHICAGO How many times has it happened to you? A sales or promotions manager walks into the shop and asks, "Are we
all set for the remote tomorrow?" Typically,
this is the first time you, the engineer, have
heard about the event, even though it has
been promoted on the air for the last week.
Now what do you do?
If you are prepared, you have an arsenal
of equipment on hand to help pull the rabbit
ow of the hat. That way, someone else's
lack of preparation does not become your
emergency, and you look like ateam player.
Your arsenal
One ot the pieces of equipment at Clear
Channel Communications' Chicago facility
is the Comrex Matrix. What started out as a
POTS codec has evolved into the second
generation, with improved POTS algorithms, plug-in ISDN modules and a new
GSM module that enables the use of cell
phone technology.
Our first choice of operation mode is the
ISDN module, but without advance notification, it is rare that aworking ISDN line is
available at the remote location. If alandline
can he found, we fall back to the POTS
module. Typically in the Chicago metro
area, we can expect to see asolid connection
at 19.2 kBaud (sometimes better), which for
voice work gives "good enough" sounding

TECH

Tech Updates

audio to get the event on the air. The Matrix
has saved an otherwise lost remote several
times. We have "located" fax and credit card
reader lines — even pay phones were borrowed to save the broadcast.
We started using the GSM module for
those impromptu events that make radio
such adynamic business. The Matrix's ease
of use makes it understandable even to atypical promotions intern with some training.

ONINIFMK
BROADCAST FURNITURE
"When Iwas researching furniture for our new flagship facility
in L.A., Ilooked at all the usual suppliers. We had unique
custom requirements and not all of the existing furniture
vendors were able to help us. Then someone suggested that I
call Omnirax.
VVVAZ(FM) ran the GSM Matrix
as well as a Marti truck for
Chicago Radio Hall of Famer
Herb Kent's remote broadcast from
ayearly Father's Day fundraiser.

UPDATE

TelTap Doubles as Phone Tap, Coupler
Ube TelTap from CircuitWerkes is atelephone coupler that can send or receive
audio. Connected to a standard R.1- 1Iplug, TelTap enables the user to choose
between
seizing
or
tapping the
phone line.
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The CircuitWerkes TelTap
a primary unit
or backup.
The second phone port can be set to disconnect automatically when the TelTap is
in line-seize mode. A telephone can be used to dial, but noise is eliminated from the
phone during broadcasts. A ring LED indicates the presence of an incoming call
when there is no audible ringer, making it suitable for work in the studio and field.
Additional features include a "no tap" mode for use exclusively as amanual coupler, and a mute switch that disconnects all audio to or from the phone line, but
leaves the TelTap connected.
:

Portability of cell phone technology makes it
versatile. And an added external battery pack
makes for atruly wireless solution.
Comments about the quality of audio
using aGSM module are favorable, with
some amazement that it sounds as good as it
does. Iwould compare it with an Internet
stream. We would not use the GSM module
as aprimary link for ascheduled remote, but
for unscheduled events, highly compressed
"HiFi" audio is preferable to cell phone
audio, or worse — no audio.
As compression algorithms improve,
expect to see more amazing things. A thirdgeneration solution is already being worked
on in Europe where the GSM infrastructure
supports 14.4 kBaud Circuit Switched Data
connections.
One thing that would improve the GSM

part of the Matrix is an optional Vagi type of
antenna, to help guarantee that you stay
locked onto the strongest cell tower.
Cell switching is something that has to be
avoided if possible, because even amomentary loss of data can cause audio dropouts.
Our studios are on the 27th floor of adowntown Chicago office building, and trying to
get a solid GSM connection is difficult
because we can see too many cellular sites.
Similar problems can occur if aremote location is seeing two or more sites of equal signal strength. The directionality of an antenna
can then make or break asuccessful connection.
The Matrix is avaluable, easy to use and
portable tool that is used in the remote kits at
Clear Channel Radio in Chicago.
Now if we could just get the promotions
and sales departments to fill out request
forms ...
For more information. ¡i
n hiding pricing,
contact Comrex in Massa(•iniseits at (
978)
784-1776 or visit www.comrex.com.

tU

For more information, including pricing, contact CircuitWerkes in Florida at
(
352) 335-6555 or visit www.circuitwerkes.com.

Upon visiting their facility in Sausalito Iwas delighted with
what Isaw. Although amass production woodshop complete
with CNC woodworking equipment, Ifound them eager to
help with our most unique design requirements. Ihad only
some crude sketches of what Iwanted, but David Holland at
Omnirax took these and in days presented me with full
computer renderings of what the furniture could look like
from several view angles. After we made quite afew changes
over several weeks we had it. Iwas happy to have found them;
working with them was areal pleasure. The studios our
interior designers had envisioned became areality - and all of
the technical details had been addressed. Iknew when Ifirst
saw the first produced furniture Ihad made the right choice.
Our collaboration from design to production resulted in more
than Ihad originally hoped for.
Everyone at Entravision is thrilled with the result.
Iwholeheartedly recommend Omnirax to everyone."
John Buckham
Project Engineer
Entravision Communications
Radio Division

Omnirax P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com
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WASJ Calls on Broadcast Host
University Station Taps Phone Hybrid
To Handle Additional Games
by Darren Morton
Director of Media Services
WSAJ Radio Director
Grove City College
GROVE CITY, Pa. Grove City
College sits nestled away on aquiet hillside in Western Pennsylvania, near the
intersection of I-80 and I-79. The
school's broadcasting history dates to
1911, when physics professor Dr. Herbert
Harmon began signal tests under experimental call sign 8CO. His experiments
led to the licensing of WSAJ(AM) in
November 1922, and eventually to
WSAJ(FM), which was licensed in 1968.
Today, WSAJ(FM) is a3kW Class A
station operating from amaster control
location in the GCC's Technological
Learning Center and studios in Ketler
Dorm.
Varsity news
Last year, the college made acommitment to carry local high-school sports on the
station as a favor to the community of
license. To accommodate the additional
sports broadcasts, Iwas tasked with finding
asupplemental phone hybrid for the studio,
preferably one that could easily be redeployed elsewhere on campus if needed.
After some extensive Web-based research
and achat with my cronies in SBE Chapter
122, Youngstown, Ohio (hi guys!), Ifinally
settled on an unknown — to me at the time
— product: the JK Audio Broadcast Host
phone hybrid. A bonus to making that selection was the selling price, for it enabled me
to squeak two through the budget.
The Broadcast Host is a 16-bit DSPbased phone hybrid squeezed into aconvenient, 7-by-6-inch desktop box. Two units
could feasibly be rack-mounted on a 1RU
shelf, but that is not the intended application
for the box. Iwould refer you to the company's Innkeeper series for studio-based, rackable hybrids.
On the front panel, controls and metering
are clearly marked — Ilove black letters on
awhite background — and fairly wellspaced considering the size of the box and
TECH

the feature set. Left to right, the first two buttons are "call" and "drop." Strangely
enough, they allow you to take and drop a
call respectively. Between those are the power and hook-status LEDs.

reflected on receive metering.
The last control on the face is the exceedingly handy headphone output control. The
headphone output contains "send" and
"receive" audio, mixed by the Send and
Caller pots on the unit. The headphone jack,
a3.5 mm stereo jack, is located beside it.
My only real complaint about the Host is the
lack of a1/4-inch headphone jack.

..• • .4rhi

rdeiliritterWre.
Broadcast Host
Line Phone
Auto

Answer

PAle
LineM_

Caller

Output
L = Send

Remote

9VDC
Wi(+)

R = Caller

e C.

The author says the various jacks and switches on the back of the
Broadcast Host are 'arranged neatly like tiny pieces of real estate.'

VI

•A one-ink, sports remote interface; just
add aheadset/mic, call the remote Host
from the studio and you're golden. Darn
that 1/8-inch jack though ...

Send 2

Send 1

Next is my favorite feature of the
Broadcast Host: separate send and receive
LED strings. Although the metering is limited to -20, -9and —3dB indicators, the information conveyed is invaluable. Our previous
hybrid had only aclip limiter LED on the
send level. The Host's metering enables even
my newest student technical operators to drive and monitor their remote lines accurately.
Just past the LEDs, there are the two (!)
Send pots. Send 1controls the input level
from the balanced. XLR input jack on the

Module 1offers the user astandard DTMF
touchpad for dialing, remote hook capability and line status LEDs. But, as the remote
jack provides ground, hook/drop closure,
DTMF input and power on separate pins of
the Ri45, auser easily can interface the
Host with broadcast consoles, automation
equipment, etc. Neat stuff, indeed.
WSAJ's Broadcast Hosts cover alot of
territory for us. One is used on the main
remote program line to extract audio to the
Master Control environment, and the other
serves as an auto-coupler to feed an off-site
Web-streaming provider. But, thanks to
their small size and easy operation, they
also have seen action as:

Moving to the back of the Broadcast
Host, the various jacks and switches are
arranged neatly like tiny pieces of real
estate. Standard telco line and phone jacks
appear on the left side of the unit, followed
by aswitch to enable "auto-answer," which
turns the hybrid into aone-ring, auto-coupler. However, The "call" and "drop" buttons are still active when in auto-answer
mode.
XLR jacks for "Calle?' output and "Send
1" audio, and the aforementioned mic/line

•Auto-couplers for confidence monitoring; WSAJ's local remotes typically
employ dry-pairs or aMarti for send audio.
At the remote site, the crew calls one of our
Hosts, set to auto- answer mode, and
instantly connects to cue audio from the
studio, unassisted. The phone interface also
functions as the program line backup.
•A talk studio audio interface; members
of the GCC faculty routinely appear on
national and local radio talk shows. With a
Broadcast Host set up in an office, along
with aset of headphones (again, darn that
1/8-inch jack) and agood mic, the faculty
member has an instant studio that keeps
him/her within easy reach of their resource
materials. Plus, the ease of operation makes
the system Ph.D.-proof.

SAJ's Broadcast Hosts cover a lot of

Ihave been pleased with our Broadcast
Hosts, to say the least. Their audio quality
is great, and their DSP creates anull deep
Master Control environment, and the other
enough to enable live cueing on the program line, if needed. The feature set is nice,
serves as an auto-coupler.
considering the price point and intended
application.
And, particularly important to asmall
switch are next, followed by the 3.5 mm
back of the unit. A switch on the back makes
"Send 2" input. The next 3.5 mm jack is a shop such as WSAJ, the Broadcast Hosts
selection of mic or line-level input easy —
are versatile. WSAJ plans astudio rebuild
TRS affair unit that offers Send audio on the
no recessed dip-switches. Send 2trims the
tip and Caller audio on the ring, both obvisometime next year, as Ireally need to conlevel fed into a3.5 mm mono line- input
ously unbalanced. The remote jack is an Ri- solidate the studios and MC environment.
jack, which also appears on the back.
Based on my experience with the
45 that offers some amazing functionality to
The Caller level control is next up. This
Broadcast Hosts, Iplan to deploy more
the unit, especially considering the Host's
pot adjusts the feed level of caller-only audio
boxes from JK Audio.
intended applications.
going to your equipment. Note that the
For more information, including pricing,
The primary use for the remote jack is to
receive level metering is sampled after the
contact JK Audio in Illinois at (815) 786interface the Host with aJK Audio Guest
DSP, but before the Caller level control —
2929 or visit www.jkaudio.com.
Module 1remote control unit. The Guest
hence, adjustments in output level are not

territory. One extracts audio to the

e

UPDATE

and operation on IP and ISDN at the same time is possible.
The unit has coding algorithms including G.711, G.722, MPEG 1and 2Layer II
and MPEG 1and 2Layer 3for compatibility with other codecs. MPEG 4 AAC and
RoadStar: NetStar 's Mobile Sibling
MPEG 4 AAC Low Delay are included for audio performance at low bit rates. Bidirectional, uncompressed linear audio over IP is
supported, for use over networks of sufficient
The RoadStar from Musicam USA is aportable
...
bandwidth.
stereo digital audio codec that the company says
Features include four vertical peak- and averageoffers new methods when sending and receiving
...--e.
...«. ./...re— «, ,-_,
,---. • g.
.0.....aL.-reading LED VU meters, amenu display and a
real-time audio, ancillary data and contact closures
-..i,,p.-e."..ee
Ile' ••••-.-. - - ••••
....e...0›..ee—
dual headphone monitoring system that enables
,0e.
-_•"-from remote locations.
users to monitor sent audio, receive audio or a
The unit is based on the NetStar IP and ISDN
combination of the two. The company says the
digital audio codec and is housed in a portable
headphone mix function is suited for live remotes
enclosure with protective elements for controls,
and voice talents, who often need to simultaneouscables and connectors.
ly monitor sent and received audio.
Four Neutrik XLR inputs feed individual level
Like the NetStar, RoadStar detects the calling
and pan controls. Each input can be switched for
codec and synchronizes to it. RoadStar can be
mic, line or unbalanced operation, and features
operated from its front panel or via remote control
switchable 48 VDC phantom power. A separate
from an Web browser. Eight end-to-end remote
AES/EBU input can be enabled to bypass the mixLike the Musicam USA NetStar, RoadStar detects
contact closures are included to actuate remote
er section. Analog and AES/EBU outputs for
the calling codec and synchronizes to it.
equipment, in addition to RS-232 ancillary data
return audio are standard.
capability.
RoadStar simultaneously sends and receives
For more information, including pricing, contact Musicam USA in New Jersey at
audio via IP through its Ethernet port, and also connects to ISDN codecs through its
(732)739-5600 or visit www.musicamusa.com.
included 1-BRI ISDN terminal adapter. U and SIT ISDN interfaces are supported,
..--a ›.
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Proven Prophet technology now sold en by bit.
Run your radio station for $495! You buy only what you need.
Add on features as your budget allows.
NexGen101 Core License $495 &ay Woe« RI

NexGen1011

Runs a single station in Automated or Live Assist modes. The core license is
required on all NexGen101 workstations, and includes the ability to create and
execute logs, basic audio element production, day of the week clock templates, and
audio backup/load utilities. All other modules can be added to the core license to
create multiple workstation configurations.

Live Control Package $404 Eceey Ifetee

fl

Useful for high energy morning shows. Create and play audio elements outside
of the log for random access or auto- play, send artist/title information.
Includes: Electronic Copy module, Cart Deck module, Button Bar module and
RDS Export module.

Satellite Package $404 Ecel 1i

II]
Enables your station to run in satellite mode and automatically record satellite
feeds, with local spot insertion and time and temperature announcements in your
staff's voices. Includes: Satellite Mode module, Time & Temperature Announce
module, DRR Automated Capture module, and GPI module.

Scheduler Package $404 Ecce Itew.«

AUMW
— f 101

Schedule your station using either internal or external scheduling systems.
Includes: MusicGen101 integrated music scheduler module, Traffic and Music Load
module, Multi- User Access module for setting unique user permissions, and the
Audio Archive module for enhanced audio management.

VoiceTRAC Package $404 Eu9 1f

BIM
Min

13-=

IMM111111131E3=1

riD1
NexGen101

E

Record breaks, intros and outros for when you can't be live, but still want to
sound like it. Includes: Basic VoiceTRAC module, Enhanced Production Interfacas
module for third- party audio editors, CD Extractor/Audio Format Converter, and the
Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade module for graphically based voice tracking and quick
segue reviewing.

Buy Individual NexGen101 Modules for $ 101
Additional Local Connection eay 12~

D

Archive Module guey 'eau.

D

Basic VoiceTRAC Module guey lieu«
Button Bar Module Euey legee
Cart Deck Module Fug leue

LII
LI

CDX/AFC Module guef 1teme. 111
DRR Automated Capture Module Ecay '
gout
Electronic Copy Module

'
ce Item«

D

D

Enhanced Production Module ece lIaux 111
GPI Module Eceey ?Lew

E

Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade Module gcuy Zee gf
Multi- User Access Module

E., if.

MusicGen101 Module guey '
glee Ill
One year NexGen101 Software Upgrades Euey Itegui
One year NexGen101 Support Ecel Wee«
RDS Export Module Eceey
Satellite Module
r7,e

,

114,« D

D

D

Time & Temperature Announce Module Ecuy ?Au.
Traffic and Music Load Module 27cuy
WANcasting Channel Module Eceet Zee«

ÑI

D

D

PROPHET SYSTEMS
.nnovat
ons

1-877-774-1010
www.nexgen1 01 . com

Proven Prophet Systems technology. Built by Prophet, backed by Prophet, designed for you.
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Xport Expedites BBC Newsgathering
BBC's Remotes from Los Angeles
Use Telos Codec .for Entertainment News

Coding Technologies' aacPlus, the combination of MPEG Advanced Audio
Coding and Spectral Band Replication.
aacPlus improves the efficiency of the

by Andy Hollins
Broadcast Journalist
The Radio Organisation
Inc./BBC
LOS ANGELES Newsgathering in Los
Angeles for the BBC's radio networks is
fast- paced and demanding. The Radio
Organisation Inc. — asmall team of professionals contracted to the BBC — has
produced thousands of audio stories on a
variety of topics. From natural disasters
such as earthquakes and brushfires, to
interviews with Tom Cruise and Ben
Affleck, there's never adull day.
Courtroom drama
One or the more recent memorable
events was the first time singer Michael
Jackson appeared in person to face child
endangerment charges in Santa Maria.
This was a great opportunity to put
through its paces our newly acquired
Telos Systems Zephyr Xport ISDN and
POTS codec for remote broadcasts.
Forget installing an ISDN circuit.
Finding hotel accommodation was the
first big test. With hundreds of world
journalists descending on the tiny
California town, this was amedia circus
like no other — and we knew that broadcasting back to London would be achallenge. The satellite equipment we were
using outside of the courtroom couldn't
always find a signal due to so many
news- gatherers pointing their dishes
towards the sky. This is where the Xport
got to show its stuff.
Back at the hotel, we managed to file
reports on the Jackson case for BBC
Radio 1's " Newsbeat" program, the
BBC's new digital station 1Xtra, BBC
5Live's "Up All Night" and "Breakfast
Show" and numerous other outlets. We

Xport can connect to aZephyr Xstream transceiver over ISDN
when equipped with the ISDN option, a daughter board
that can be installed for connection with ISDN-only codecs.
"bridged" the Xport connection through
our Los Angeles office using acombination of one ISDN circuit, a Zephyr
Xstream ISDN transceiver and our trusty
old Zephyr Classic transceiver. After that
we were ready for more POTS challenges. Just how far could we go with our
funky lozenge-shaped codec?
Xport is intended for impromptu remote
broadcasts, where an ISDN line cannot be
installed in time. It uses aDSP-based architecture that enables the use of an ordinary
PUTS line for transmission of mono audio
to an ISDN-connected Xstream.
Xport delivers audio by using ahighfidelity low- bit rate coding method,

High Volta

TECH
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Pulsecom PCAU Enables

Rectifiers

Transport of Audio in Stereo

Nobody Knows
Them Better Than We

Don't pay ridiculous prices to OEMs for
replacement rectifiers when we can provide an
economical retrofit package that will more than do
the job. The Model 51014 package shown is asinglephase, full wave bridge to retrofit all AM and FM transmitters
to greater than 15 kilowatts, depending upon modulation method.
Rectifier cards are rated at 24 KV per leg at amaximum forward
current of 6amps, suitable for plate supply voltages to 12 KV.
Additionally, each diode is protected by both an MOV and aresis

codec by 30 percent over "plain" AAC,
which itself is 30 percent more efficient
that MPEG Layer 3.
And when ISDN is available, you're
ready. When equipped with the available
ISDN option, Xport can connect to
Zephyr Xstream over ISDN using
Fraunhofer Labs' Low- Delay AAC,
which offers quality equivalent to MPEG
Layer 3with about 75 percent less delay
— great for two-way remotes. The Xport
ISDN option is adaughter board that can
be installed to Xport for connection with
ISDN-only codecs. The user can add this
option to the Xport for an additional fee.
For our backstage coverage of the
Grammys, we faced adilemma. Should
we install the usual expensive ISDN cir-

cuit or chance our luck with a regular
phone line? After our Michael Jackson
victory we took aleap of faith. We wanted to see how well the Xport would perform with aPOTS connection that would
last for hours, so we went for the cheaper
option. After afew strange looks from a
large gathering of ISDN-equipped sound
engineers, we were set up in no time.
The first call to our office Xstream
from the Xport produced a24 kbps connection and excellent audio quality, so we
didn't drop the line. Close to six hours
later, that same connection hadn't
dropped once or altered in any way. We
featured entertainers such as Christina
Aguilera, Missy Elliot, P. Diddy and
Yoko Ono in what sounded like great
Layer 3 audio, at a bargain price. We
knew the Xport wasn't designed to
replace ISDN in the field, but this was a
victory for small budgets.
Feeling confident, we then set up alive
broadcast from the home of aHollywood
actor. Martin Henderson was starring in
the motorcycle flick "Torque," and our
colleagues in London wanted aquality
live interview. With an 8-hour time difference between the U.K. and L.A., that's a
challenge for adrive-time show.
We arrived at Henderson's Hollywood
Hills home at 7:30 a.m. He went back to
bed as we set up the Xport on his dining
room table. Fifteen minutes later, with
strong coffee in hand, Martin was live on
BBC Radio 5Live. He asked us if he
could do all his interviews in this way.
We said yes — as long as he promised
not to go back to bed.
Most of the time we don't have the
luxury of the three weeks notice needed
to install an ISDN circuit. This is, after
all, the world of breaking news. That's
why our Xport has become an invaluable
part of our broadcast kit. While we
understand it will not replace ISDN for
critical broadcasts — given the time and
budget — it has filled an important gap.
We love it so much that we shelled out
for the custom carry case. Heaven forbid
our funky lozenge ever gets scratched.
For more information, including pricing, contact Telos Systems in Cleveland
at (216) 241-7225 or visit www.telossystems.com. •

WE HAVE CCA
RECTIFIERS

Quick, Cost-Effective & Expert Solutions

Pulsecom has debuted an upgraded version of its
Program Channel Access Unit, allowing broadcasters and telcos to transport audio content in stereo.
The company says the feature set was developed to
ensure that stereo imaging between the left and
right audio channels in an FM pair is retained.
The PCAU encoder/decoder card uses APT's aptX algorithm and passes 20 Hz to 15 Hz of mono
over a 128 kbps dedicated ISDN link, enabling
audio from aD4, DLC or NGDLC carrier system. A
spokesman for Pulsecom says PCAU frees operating companies from the "manual workarounds" and
"special assemblies" that had previously prevented
them from selling broadband audio alongside
broadband data.
"The first revision of the card catered for AM
and voice circuits, but with the introduction of the
15 kHz stereo-enabled card, we can now address the
needs of FM broadcasters, as well," he said.
For more information, including pricing, contact
Pulse Communications in Virginia at (703) 471-2900
or visit www.pulse.com.

stteeem .

The Program Channel
Access Unit
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WNYC Uses AEQ Swing to Go Live
by Wayne Shulmister
Senior Broadcast Engineer
WNYC Radio
NEW YORK It's Aug.I4, 2003 and I
am standing in line at the package store. I
can almost taste the American- made
microbrew wheat beer Iam waiting to
buy. The cashier rings up my order, and
as Ireach for my debit card, the neon
lights of the "No Cash No Beer" sign
begin to flicker and the ceiling fans slowly coast to a stop. Was this a terrorist
attack?!
As Iexit the store, Iwatch as my fellow New Yorkers scramble to find more
information. Are they standing in front of
the appliance store watching CNN
through the window? Are they gathered
around battery- powered laptops with
WiFi cards? Of course not. While this is
the 21st century, and we want immediate,
reliable and technologically independent
information, the medium of choice is the
good old car, transistor or hand-cranked
radio. We soon learned that the blackout

W

Wayne Shulmister, center, poses with the Swing codec,
along with fellow Senior Broadcast Engineer Irene
Trudel, left, and Pro Tools Administrator Gregg Gasperino.
GMPCS to expand our transmission
choices, they recommended the AEQ
Swing. The two have proven to be awinning combination.
We use the Swing and Nera World
Communicator for covering scheduled

hoe this is the 21st century, when
we want immediate, reliable
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events, such as the recent 9/11 hearings
at the New York and reports from the
Democratic presidential primaries. The
Swing also is part of our emergency gear
list for our FM or AM signal should there
be a loss of power or evacuation at our
station facility.
Given the luxury of time, Iwould
always prefer to have an ISDN line. But,
alas, there is not always time for the phone
company to install one. In recent events,
such as the 9/11 hearings and reports from
campaign headquarters during primaries,
the press learned of the venue one day
beforehand. The Swing is agreat codec for
such extemporaneous jobs.
It is lightweight, can run on its own
battery for up to two hours and comes
with an onboard mixer that features three
microphone inputs, one of which is
switchable to line level. Also included
are two headphone outputs with individual return/local gain. My favorite feature
is the phonebook, which stores all of the
station's Master Control and remote
ISDN numbers.
The Swing can be used with standard
POTS, ISDN or Euro ISDN, the format
required to work in tandem with the Nera
World Communicator. It transmits and
receives from G.772 to L2, and is operator- friendly. Additionally, every time I
contact any of the AEQ team with questions, they are courteous and helpful.
For more information, including pricing, contact AEQ in Florida at (954) 5817999 or visit www.aeqbroadcast.com.

e

information, the medium of choice is the good
old car, transistor or hand-cranked radio.
extended across the eastern seaboard.
As an ENG engineer at WNYC(AM1.M), Ihave acollection of codecs that
enable our reporters to broadcast live
from locations all over the city.
Redundancy is more important than ever

TECH

with the omnipresent threat of terrorism.
All the components of transmission and
receiving are at risk, so the versatility and
reliability of the codec is critical. When
we
purchased
a Nera
World
Communicator satellite phone from
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Sonifex HY-03 Offers
Line Hold Switching
The HY-03 from Sonifex is an analog telephone hybrid, which the company says
is suitable for most applications where aclean telephone signal is required and the
line is not subject to delay. HY-03 is often used in radio and television stations, and
is the replacement for model HY-02.
REMOTES
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The rear panel of the HY-03S
While it retains many of the features of its predecessor, the HY-03 is fitted with Kbreak disconnect detection and offers additional features, such as local and remote
line hold switching, enabling calls to be remotely switched through amixing console;
ringing detector; and combined micnine input that is electronically balanced.
HY-03 analog hybrids are available in three models. The HY-03S is asingle 19-inch
rack-mounted unit, and the HY-03T is atwin 19-inch rack-mounted unit. Additionally, a
eurocard-size analog hybrid HY-02EC and RD-02EC ringing detector are still available.
Eurocards are supplied without apower supply or casing, making them less
expensive than other units. The cards can be slotted into arack and located by the
bracket at the front of the card. They are used mainly in mixing consoles, or other
systems designed with slots to hold eurocard equipment.
Other features that distinguish HY-03 from HY-02 are its integrated power supply; and amore readily available 9-way female D-type (socket) than the HY-02's
IP40 connector; low impedance; balanced output with output gain adjustment; line
limiter and bandpass filter. Preset threshold provides low-distortion clear audio.
For more information, including pricing, contact Independent Audio at (207)
773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.

INNKEEPER PBX easily converts your multi- line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable
production console. So simple, anyone can do it.
Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

HOW-TO: INTERVIEW

1. Conned the innkeeper PBX between the handset and base of your multi-line phone
2. Connect your microphone and headphone (or headset) to the innkeeper PBX.
3. Conned the audio-output of the innkeeper PBX to your computer's sound card input
and conduct the interview. Your computer/software captures the audio

JK Audio
REMOTE AUDIO & BROADCAST GEAR

Toll Free ( USA & Canada): 800-552-8346
Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502
www.jkaudio.com • info@jkaudio.com
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stereo connection. The i
Mix 03 looks
and acts like a standard Tieline codec,
but you have to dial two numbers to
make the stereo connection.
We dialed the first number, pressed
"Enter" and the i
Mix connected the
your connection is on each end.
Seattle Broadcasting Co. Tries Out the Tieline
first line, for left-channel on-air audio
I've been told the company uses
going to the station and mono mixthese values to choose the correct biti
Mix G3 at Annual Make-A- Wish Fundraiser
minus audio coming back from the starate speed for agood connection. That
tion to the remote site. Then, we dialed
means our talent doesn't have to mess
by George Bisso
broadcasts, and the greater Seattle area
the second line and got connected for
with the codec to keep it connected,
Director of Engineering
offers both.
right-channel on-air audio going to the
and Idon't worry about dropped calls
Sandusky Broadcasting
Tieline codecs have proven to be
station and talent que IFB audio chantaking us off the air during aremote.
KLSY(FM), KVVJZIFIVI),
stable, so we feel safe doing virtually
nel coming back from the station. We
KRINM(FIVI), KIXI(AMI
were connected in 15 kHz stereo over
and KKNWIAM)
two phone lines, and ready to go on the
air.
SEATTLE When Iwas determined to
The 15 kHz POTS codec is standard.
find abetter POTS codec several years
For stereo, an optional second POTS
ago, Iheard about Tieline from trade
codec is fitted into the expansion slot
publications and then saw the company
on the side, which also accepts a
at NAB in Las Vegas. What convinced
stereo/dual mono ISDN module and a
me to try the company was its offer of
7-kHz GSM wireless module.
a free demo. After testing it out, I
At the remote site, we plugged in
came away convinced Tieline codecs
the music sources and talent mics into
will make a connection even over a
five of the i
Mix G3's six inputs. The
barbed wire fence. Now they've come
four headphone outputs made things
out with a stereo POTS codec, the i
simple for us. The sixth input used the
Mix G3.
built-in phone coupler to create a secSeattle is home to five Sandusky
ond IFB channel, so the talent has a
Broadcasting properties: KLSY(FM),
closed-circuit
two-way talkback chanKWJZ(FM), KRWM(FM), KIXI(AM)
nel to the station. This means while
and KKNW(AM). With four of the five
talent Number One is on the air, talent
stations usually in the top 10, there is a
Number Two can talk back and forth to
lot at stake in terms of programming
the station without going over the air
and audio quality.
when needed.
The city also is home to some of the
Using the i
-Mix's matrix router
most awful phone lines in the country.
option, we routed the two-way IFB
Even worse, there are three major landThe author shows off his Tieline i
Mix G3 stereo POTS codec.
channel to the left channel of headline carriers and multiple " mom and
When Tieline came out with its i
- phones one and two, only because
guests are on headphones three and
Mix 03, a six- channel codec that
four. Local IFB was routed to the right
offers 15 kHz phase- locked stereo over
two analog phone lines, Iknew Ihad to
channel of headphones one and two to
get my hands on it. It also enables dual
make it easy for the talent.
It was nice to hear 15- kHz stereo
mono 15kHz connections, just like
came away convinced Tieline will make a
audio over the air and have it sound
ISDN, but on phone lines in one codec.
good from a codec connected to plain
This Ihad to hear for myself.
connection even over a barbed wire
phone lines. The i
Mix G3 certainly
makes our remote broadcasts easier.
For the kids
fence. Now they've come out with a
We also discovered the i
Mix has a
We chose one of our biggest events
stereo POTS codec.
software option called the digital
to debut the i
Mix G3 live on the air.
matrix router, which turns it into a
The
Make- A- Wish
Children's
router- based digital mixer. We can
Radiothon raises money for terminally
route any input to any output, and it
ill children, and we play music directly
stores 64 settings for different remotes.
from the event rather than the station,
This is arack's worth of equipment sitso the children can get their requests
all our remotes over plain analog
pop" phone companies. A simple call
ting in one box.
played immediately. If the i
Mix 03
phone lines. Additionally, they enable
across town may be routed through
For more information, including
quick set-up and tear- down — just
touted 15 kHz stereo over phone lines,
several different phone companies, as
pricing, contact Tieline Technology in
it was ideal for this event.
plug in and enter the number. The
well as multiple central offices, or
Indianapolis at (888)211-6989 or visit
After playing with the i
-Mix 03
screen shows you two line quality
COs. Hilly terrain and bad phone lines
menu, we figured out how to do a www.tieline.com.
are an engineer's nightmare for remote
readings, which tell you how good
USER
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Stereo Codec Debuts at Radiothon

I

•

to the hybrid, press the button of the ringing line. To answer acall with the telephone
set, press the "phone" button, and then press the button of the ringing line. Press the
"drop" button and then the desired line button to disconnect acall. The conference
Broadcast Tools' TS- 6
feature allows button-mash conferencing, placing multiple lines on asingle hybrid.
Function buttons include "next," which selects the line on hold the longest; "busy,"
Works Like Multi- Line Set
which places on hold all lines that are not in use, and drops all lines; "flash," which
simulates hook-flash and enables auto-answer or calls; and "opt:' which toggles the
opt relay on and off.
Broadcast Tools says its TeleSwitch Six call director is acost-effective solution
Also available: The TT- 1is acompact rackable
for interfacing up to six telephone lines with almost
telephone line-powered auto-answer and auto-disany hybrid.
connect hybrid. It uses dual-hybrid transformers,
The TS-6 is supplied with one Switch Console
TS-6 TeleSwitch 6
providing full-duplex audio. A rear-panel multiand controller, and the units are interconnected via
Sor-Irne Telephone Call Carector
turn hybrid "null" trimmer is offered to allow the
Cat-5 cable. The Switch Console has push buttons
user to achieve nearly 20 dB separation figures.
for line selection and control features, adialing pad,
And the STA III provides the interface between
LED indicators and Ri-11 for local telephone set
telephone line and user equipment, and aselfand hybrid connections. Four Switch Consoles may
null hybrid with balanced input and outputs. It
be attached to the controller.
monitors the telephone line for CPC calling parTS-6 is adual-bus device, meaning that calls can
ty control and long dial tone hang-up signals.
be answered on the telephone set while calls are
enabling use behind PBX telephone switches
active on the hybrid. Lines can be answered, placed
and POTS lines.
on hold (MOH audio input), busied out and routed to
For more information, including pricing, conatelephone set and/or hybrid. The LED indicators
tact Broadcast Tools in Washington at (360)
display whether aline is ringing, on hold or busy.
854-9559 or visit www.broadcasttools.com.
Operation is similar to that of amulti-line telephone set. To answer acall directed
TECH

UPDATE

The routing switcher gets anew twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just afew signals — sometimes afew hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are aconvenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy arouter that costs
more than his dream car? Unlikely.
If you need arouting switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet- based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is atrue network.
Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat-6. Imagine the
simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Scalable, flexible, reliable.., pick any three.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

Even the best sound cards are compromised

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that
well for larger ones. Here's
Routers are OK... but a
network is so much more
modern. With Aria. your
ins and outs are nett to the
audio, where they belong.
No frame. no curds. no sweat.

poor headroom, and other

where an expandable

•.

e

network really shines.

•

Cat-6cable and an Ethernet switch, and

directly to the Axia audio network using their

you've got a64x64 routing switcher. And you

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

can easily add more I/O whenever and

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

• —
I. ',—

so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get
ultra- low- noise preamps with Phantom power.
Put anode in each studio, right next to the mics,

finding the pair you want when there's a
change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come
in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog
of aCat-6run, and BAM! abi-directional
and afiber link for extra- long

outputs for headphones?

runs between studios —

Nice bonus.

or between buildings.

With alittle help from our friends.

Would you like some control with that?

A networked audio system doesn't just

There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

replace atraditional router — it improves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realizing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,
and are making new products that reap those

network. For instance, you'll find built-in
webservers on all Axia equipment for easy
configuration via browser. PathfinderPC'
software for Windows gives you central

benefits. Working with our

control of every audio path in
•
—
.

ideas to audio distribution, machine control,
Program Associated Data ( PAD), and even

•

••

l
a"

your plant. Router Selector
nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control
surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

wiring convenience.

.

An Aria digital audio
snake can carry hundreds
of channels of digital audio
on one skinny CAT-6cable.
We know you're not going
to miss soldering all that
multi-pair...

multi- channel snake. Use media converters

Node has eight stereo line

bringing new thinking and

Nobody loves cable snakes.

flavors. Put abatch of Nodes on each end

Cat-6cable. And did we mention that each Mic

partners, Axia Audio is

Put your snake on adiet.

Besides soldering ajillion connectors, just try

multiple mic channels to the network on asingle

Asia is already working
with some great companies.
Like Enco Systems. Scott
Studios, Radio Systems.
Balsys Technology Group,
and of course Telas
and Omnia. Check
AsiaAudio.com/partners/
to find out who's next.

There's abetter way to get
audio out of your PC. No
more consumer grade '/,"
connectors - with Aria
your digital audio stays
clean and pristine.

cash you'll save.

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send

BYES

100/1000

console input modules). Just think of all the

Put your preamps
••••••••
where your mics are.

NW».

<- -

the hardware they usually feed ( like router or

bone and the sky's the limit.

Sala eegele..1

Axia IP-Audio Driver for

Windows & on your workstations and connect

tem... or 1024x1024.., use aGigabit fiber back-

jSYS
el
l
eCCI
EMS.NC

gremlins. Instead, load the

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

wherever you need it. Build a128x128 sys-

Put an Ada Microphone
Node next to your mics and
send preamplified audio
anywhere you need it, over
Ethernet — with no line
loss or signal degradation.

Livewi re

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

Control freaks ol ¡he world.
rejoice: intelligent Asia
miring surfaces give talent
complete control of their
working environment.
Reconfigure studios instantly
and assign often- used
sources just where they're
most useful.

source in your networked facility.

"This sounds expensive." Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
patch bays, multi- pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring — not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.
Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.com for details.
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SHOCK at AWE!

Avoid any unnecessary shock to your equipment. The next time
you ship your rack mountable equipment insist on ashock
absorbing and secure environment. Our shock-protected
shippping cases have an inner rack shell,
surrounded with shock absorbing foam for
superb shock- isolation while in transit.

SHOCK
PROTECTED

/Competitive Prices
/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs
Test Equipment, Audio)
/Experienced Staff
/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed

8 RU 24" Deep - only $ 629
12 RU 24" Deep - only $ 699

/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and

Furniture

For other sizes, configurations and options

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

Shop Star Case Online

www.starcase.com
info@starcase.com

8Rack Unit (14'9 ,
le. High, 24" Deep
2" Foam-Isolated
Inner Rack Shell
Front & Rear Lids & Tapped Rails
3 1/2" Swivel & Locking Casters

Toll Free 800-822-STAR ( 7827)
Toll Free 800-782-CASE ( 2273)

/Turnkey Installations Available
You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

AM Antenna Solutions

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

LBA Technology, Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative.
digital- ready AM antenna systems

•
•

Our products include tuning units,
Price $540.00

phasing systems. multiplexers AM/

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

wireless isolation systems and
LBA Tunipolerm
Folded Unipole Systems

RF Components

components for every power level
We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

Reach further sound better!
Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gonnan-redlich.comlimg@gonnanredlich.com

3400 Tupper Drive Greenville NC 27834
800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 2K-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup com www Lbagroup com

LBA

Since 1963

TEL: 623-780-0045
X: 623-780-9860
@magersystems.com
www.magersystems.com

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a10-year warranty.
Our complete one-stopshop includes installation,
turnkey pre wiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and aclear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

Visit our website for more information

WBAA

Purdue University

- •
....460F0111Jr
111,4t , •
Ott

›,

..•

• -
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Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

"kind Choice
furniture. Our,
odular in stock
furniture boa
unsurpassed quality
for the economical
budget with a10-year
limited warranty..
See details on
our website.

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This aFFordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the Field For over 20 years.

C'ortana
Write or call For aFree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 81499-2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax:505 326 233/. www.cortabacur•orationtom
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MDOUK Software Codec Makes Link
The AudioTX Communicator From MDOUK
Connects Irish Radio to Communal Transmission Site

DUBLIN, Ireland Irish Music Radio,
the newest radio station in Dublin, hit the
airwaves in early June, broadcasting from
the Clondalkin area of the city. Their studio facility is simple and functional.
Programming is self-generated, and the
basic studio equipment has been hired
from local broadcast specialist Broadcast
Technical Services.
The Dublin basin is blessed with astateof-the-art communal transmission center on
the "Rock Solid" tower, high on Three Rock
Mountain, so the choice of transmission site
was obvious. A 250 W transmitter/exciter on
the site provided perfect coverage for the station's catchment area.
The only question mark was how to
link the studio to the transmission site
eight miles away.
Share and share alike
The normal approach for STL facilities
would be through alicensed 1.4 GHz digital link, such as Moseley Starlink or
Westica Radio/Codee combinations. These
options require agood line of site, precise
setting up and big money. Another option
would be aleased line arrangement with
codecs at either end, which also would cost
alot of money. ISDN wired links would
incur asimilar expense.
However, circumstances started to work
for us, and asolution presented itself. (Yes,
I'm finally getting to the point. But this is
Ireland, so you have to imagine we're having this chat over apint of Guinness, and
you'll see there's no rush.)
The AudioTX Communicator is a
cracking little software codee that delivers
audio over basic-rate ISDN connections
and IP network connectivity. We have used
it with great success for studios and broadcasters requiring an ISDN codee, and over
ordinary LAN connections via wireless
hubs — even over the Internet via broadband links.
With this in mind, we made aconnection of our own when we were approached
by one of the business-oriented Internet
TECH

AudioTX Communicator Vi 4e (www.AudioTX.com)

ISDN

Communicator

by Mike Cofferon
Head of Engineering
Broadcast Technical Services

or 2000 PC, even on low-end or older
machines. So we easily employed acouple
of surplus PCs (Pentium 2s), put in profes-

Network/IP

Multic. ,tNetwork

Connection
.
-,,ddr 22..0 Li 1

Search j

oApplegate stud.
uChrysais Dave..
eiComms Centre

Port 5003
Name. Comms Centre
Receiving
MP-L2 S 48kHz 384kbps•

El nyke chancier t...

• Transmitting
MP-L2 S 48kHz 384k bp ,
:

El Pares - Rock FM

Input

SB Live! W'av

e'

News Desk Lee...

El Studio 4BH

7

A

r_A

d
e 1

ekr). I
CUlient

Output:

selection

Lcairns Centre
0.0.1
5003- Dedicated LAN
mc,12T 49kH7

SB LiveJ Wave Device

Connected OP Network) to MDO UK AudioTX Demo

1

RX:3861chps 1X3B2kbps ; CPU: 12

The software codec delivers audio over basic-rate ISDN
connections and IP network connectivity.

"r he flexibility of the AudioTX
Communicator enables you to squeeze
the most reliability out of a busy network,
Internet connection, etc.
Access Providers, co- located on Rock
Solid. Airspeed, providers of trunk Web
access and secure point-to-point links for
the city, was looking for projects to help
demonstrate the flexibility of its services.
BTS was quick to spot the opportunity
and negotiated asimple point-to-point, zero
contention link — in other words, awireless
LAN connection between studio and transmitter site. Airspeed offered agenerous
package for the 1Mb bi-directional connection. Using acommon wireless broadband
transceiver at the studio site, the whole thing
was commissioned within an hour or two
AudioTX Communicator then provided a
choice of coding options.
The software runs on any Windows XP

sional quality soundcards and were off.
The flexibility of the AudioTX
Communicator enables you to squeeze the
most reliability out of abusy network,
Internet connection, etc.
There's achoice of MPEG-coded audio
at between 64 kbps and 384 kbps or linear
(uncompressed) audio. We chose MPEG
Layer 2 coding to make best use of the

available bandwidth, to keep sample rates
high ( 48kHz) and keep latency low.
Running Layer 2stereo at 384 kbps means
the decoded audio at the mountain site is
crystal clear, and as aresult you can feed
into state-of-the-art processors. Even when
giving something like the new Omnia 5its
head, the processor hasn't had to deal with
any unwanted coding artifacts.
Denouement
Irish Music Radio has managed to reach
their target audience at afraction of the projected cost, over asolid, dependable link —
and it sounds great, too. And the existing
stations in the Dublin area? Well, they now
have access to an additional STL facility
that wasn't previously available. Airspeed
has citywide coverage, and, in conjunction
with BTS, would be able to set up temporary ad hoc links for outside broadcasts and
more permanent links for STL redundancy
from their studio locations.
We also are running trials of AudioTX
Communicator via satellite hops, where
line of site is unavailable or nationwide
coverage is required — effectively using
satellite broadband.
For us, the AudioTX Communicator is a
simple reminder that the proliferation of IP
networks enables us to employ new and
more flexible solutions to STL and audio
connectivity requirements, often at alower
price. Today's IP networks are more than
capable of delivering the robust audio that we
broadcast engineers require — as long as you
are using acodee product that was designed
to make the most of these connections.
Perhaps you should take some time to
find out with whom you are sharing site
facilities, and ask yourself, "How can we
help each other out?" Hardware, and
especially software, evolves and develops. Be aware of the extra potential these
changes can yield.
You can try AudioTX Communicator,
amongst several other great programs at
www.audiotx.com. So go on then, and I'll
have another pint.
Cheers.
For more information, including pricing,
contact MDOUK at 011-44-121-256-0200
or visit www.audiotxmultiplex.com.

•

UPDATE

DI-2000 Features Two Separate Hybrids
The DI-2000 hybrid from Radio Systems nulls the phone line to create caller-tohost separation. Digital circuitry performs an acoustical cancellation for feedback
elimination with live studio monitors. The company says console mix minus is not
required. The unit actually is two separate digital hybrids that can be used independently or operated in one of three conference modes.
The operator can answer, hold and route conference calls by pushing four lighted
soft-touch buttons. Callers are switched among three audio feeds when answered,
then routed to cue, air or record outputs. By adding asingle-line phone, aproducer
can answer, screen and queue calls for air or grab callers for post-show follow-up
questions. A speakerphone can be used in this way for call cueing if the console
lacks an independent host send.
The rear-panel remote control interface gives hybrid control to aconsole. The
DI- 2000 enables calls to ring in, be answered, put on hold and screened and
dropped through the console's channel on/off buttons, making external "black boxes" unnecessary.
The Symetrix TI- 101 analog hybrid also is available from the company.
For more information, including pricing, contact Radio Systems in New Jersey at
(856)467-8000 or visit www.radiosystems.com.

SEMICONDUCTORS IPASSIVES IINTERCONNECTS I POWER IELECTROMECHANICAL ITEST. TOOLS II SUPPLIES

New Products
New Suppliers.

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS

tti

New Technologies.
New Catalog Every 90 Days ,

•

and Mouse. Ueetnaroeele ere trade... of Mouse. bectrceees.
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(800) 346-6873

www.mouser.com

If you're in radio, this is your show!
The NAB Radio Show is aonce- a-year
opportunity to network with thousands
of your peers from stations of all formats
and market sizes. No other media reaches
the audiences that radio can deliver —
and no other event drives that message
home like The NAB Radio Show.
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CIGR(FM) Installs APT's WorldNet Rio
by Marc Vallee
Managing Director
Marketing Marc Vallee
SHERBROOKE, Quebec On May
31, Canadian radio station Generation
Rock 104.5 CIGR(FM) went live on air
from its base in Sherbrooke, Quebec. For
the owners, Jean Pierre Beaudoin, Dany
Houle and André Gagné, this was a
proud moment, the culmination of
months of hard work and planning. For
my company, Marketing Marc Vallee, it
was an equally satisfying conclusion,
given the technical obstacles we had to
overcome to ensure that Generation Rock
sounded good.
Competitive sound required
Our role in bringing Generation Rock
to air began in the fall of 2003 when we
won the contract for the turnkey installation. The owners wanted to make sure
Generation Rock had abetter sound than
the local competition. To do this, we used

Martin Bossé, The Boss,' is a DJ and
producer at Generation Rock.

S

The apt-X algorithm is known for two
features: audio quality and low delay

only market-leading products and equipment designed to retain audio quality
through the broadcast chain.
Simply put, Generation Rock wanted a
better sound than the competing radio
stations in the locality.
With this goal, intensive research and
investment was conducted on the broadcast chain. Particular attention was paid
to retaining audio quality from remote
contribution through to transmission, and
keeping content in the digital domain.
Equally important was to ensure that a
coding delay was not introduced when
compared to equivalent analog solutions.
As the DJs monitored directly off-air, any
delay in the broadcast chain would create
an unnatural and unworkable reverb or
echo effect in the headphones.
Purchases were made and installation
began, which included the latest Omnia
6- EX FM processor and a Broadcast
Electronics FM transmitter on the studio
and transmitter sites. However, aproblem
TECH

UPDATE

quickly surfaced: the studio-to-transmitter link.
The digital STL originally was meant
to operate in the 900 MHz band. But
unfortunately, to get aclear line of sight
to the transmitter site, a60foot tower
would have had to be erected. This
option was expensive and two other solutions required investigation to analyze
feature sets vs. cost effectiveness.
The first involved ordering balanced
analog circuits from the local telephone
company, Bell Canada. Although lower
in price, these circuits — simpkx in
nature — had anumber of severe disadvantages. For instance, the audio bandwidth was restricted to 15 kHz stereo, the
dynamic range was limited to 60 dB, the
audio channels suffered from crosstalk
and the stereo imaging needed balancing
at regular intervals and was susceptible to
vagaries during harsh climates.
In addition to these significant problems, Generation Rock aiso would need

additional audio and data circuits to
enable areturn feed for confidence monitoring, and RS-232/contact closure for
RDS and remote control.
The second option required a digital
circuit and a pair of audio codecs at
either end, which in turn required deploying a TI ( 1.536 Mbits) circuit
(Megaroute service from Bell Canada)

39

The apt-X algorithm is known for two
features, the first being the audio quality.
As the algorithm is based on ADPCM
principles and functions in the time
domain, 99 percent of the program content is retained after the first
encode/decode process. On the second
pass, 100 percent of the content is
retained. The second key feature of the
apt- X algorithm is the low delay.
Enhanced aptX at 48 kHz sampling frequency has an encode/decode processing
time of 1.9 milliseconds.
In addition to the audio quality and
low delay, the WorldNet Rio offers analog and AES/EBU audio input and outputs. Remote control and RDS can be utilized via the RS- 232 port of 9600 baud
and four optocoupled input/outputs.
By commissioning the T1 and using
576 kbps of the available data rate for the
WorldNet Rio, Generation Rock was able
to have an STL that delivered 20 kHz
stereo with adynamic range of over 100
dB and an endto-end delay of approximately 4 milliseconds. Additional benefits included the return path for confidence monitoring, RS-232 for RDS and
contact closure for remote control. As the
AES/EBU input and outputs were used,
the audio remained in the digital domain.
With the additional functionality of
the Tl/WorldNet Rio combination,
Generation Rock got a solution at a
competitive cost that retained all aspects
of the program content, and ensured that
the delay through the network was similar to the RF and Bell Canada analog
solutions.

G

eneration Rock was able to have an
STL that delivered 20 kHz stereo with

a dynamic range of over 100 dB and an endto-end delay of approximately 4 milliseconds.
and then sourcing acodec that retained
the audio quality demanded by
Generation Rock without introducing
additional coding delay, or latency.
Send a radio to Rio
At this point, we contacted Audio
Processing Technology to get details on
the WorldNet Rio, a fully duplex audio
codec terminating in aV.35 data format.
Using the suite of apt- X compression
algorithms, the unit provides audio bandwidths from 7.5 kHz mono, 16-bit word
resolution up to 22.5 kHz stereo and 24bit word resolution.

The success of the Generation Rock
project has inspired us to take the
WorldNet Rio solution to other radio stations, and persuade them to replace existing landlines with apt-X-based codecs.
These discussions are still at the early
stages; but having found a solution that
works so well for one radio station, we
see no reason why many more shouldn't
benefit from this groundbreaking technology.
For more information, including pricing, contact APT's California office
at ( 323)
463-2963
or
visit
www.aptx.com.

•

circuit boards inside, one at either end of the box. The telephone line powers the incoming circuit board, and converts incoming and outgoing signals into aform that drives and
Optelator Guards Against
receives from two short lengths of fiber optic cable. The cables — one for signals passing in each direction — connect to the circuit board at the other end of the box.
Lightning, EMP
That circuit board is powered by an isolation step-down transformer type external
power supply, and connects to the local telephoneThe Optelator from Stormin Protection
type equipment, enabling isolation with no metalProducts Inc. is atelco accessory that offers fiber
lic connection between the telephone line and
optic isolation from telephone lines, and an upgradequipment.
ed version of the company's Optilator. It is
The two pieces of fiber optic cable, approxidescribed by the company as aline isolator, rather
mately four inches long, are the only connecthan asurge protector. The company says it protects
tions. Lightning looks for the path of least resisagainst power surges and electromagnetic pulses
tance to ground, which no longer exists.
better than conventional methods such as fuses,
A Tl/E1 model of the Optelator is available
spark gap devices, metal oxide varistors and diodes;
from the company in limited quantities.
and points out that damage still occurs with these
For more information, including pricing,
devices because connection to another reference is
contact Stormin Protection Products Inc. in
Stormin Protection Products touts the 3ptelators ability
necessary, most commonly aground connection.
Florida at ( 888) 471-1038 or visit www.
to prevent lightning from blowing out your modem.
The Optelator is built in aplastic box with two
opticshield.com.

Products & Services

Don't Tell the Competition
Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

... what's new at
New
New
New
New

All

Catalog with over 200 Products
Digital Audio Video over CAT5
Digital Distribution Amplifiers
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Lightning Protection that keeps on working!

Call and get your copy of the new ATI Catalog today
and get a 10% rebate on your 1s torder.

Celebrating 25 Years

audio corn

of Innovation
Audio Technologies Incorporated 328 Maple Avenue Horsham, PA 19044 Voice
Restrictions apply

215-443-0330 Fax • 215-443-0394

Please sae 'abate torrn In Catalog 34 tor details

Yoe WREN prolablIst

Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning,.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038.
Ph: 727-548-5418. For pricing and sales call: Harris,
Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S.. or your local distributor.
See our web page: wmv.opticshield.com It is for real!

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

PREVENT LIGHTNING DAMAGE!
IMPROVE RELIABILITY!
STAY ON THE AIR!
NEW PowerClamp surge suppressors prevent lightning- induced
AC spikes and surges from damaging your eauipment!
PowerClamp virtually eliminates the transients, surges, and waveform
distortions that cause transmitter and studio gear failures, computer
lockups, and unexplainable malfunctions.
PowerClamp will protect your investment and keep you on the air!
HENRY

FE

For user testimonials ard detailed information,
visit www.henryeng.com or contact any Henry Engineering dealer.

ENGINEERING_ _

Tel: 626-355-3656

Digital and Analog Switching /Distribution
Transmitter Audio Solutions ...

The AES-302 Digital Audio Switcher/DA/D to A

The CDS302 Automatic Composite Audio SwitcheriDA

usi •'
11V teteauipincril•
•oularly test spares
tee Teamed in Noah America with Kintronic
labs to provide engineering expenise to
broadcasters

a

E

-e
i
r
e

eft

—

The CDS 300 Composite Audio Switcher/DA
We are proud to introduce the next generation of composite base band and
digital audio switchers from bdi. These new designs provide interface, switching
and distribution solutions for your transmitter site. Use these quality products for
confidence monitoring and switching functions made necessaly by today's
competitive environment. Elliminate embarrasing off the air outages caused by
path losses. Visit our web site or call us for complete information about these
versatile transmitter audio solutions which will provide complete confidence in
your signal integrity and reliability.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. ( 914) 736-6916

www.Broadcast-Devices.com

bdi
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sorority house where Sjodin had been a
member. He put the unit's carry strap
around his neck and hung the unit about
mid-chest, with which he felt comfortable
thanks to the Scoop E-Z's weight. He wore
next day in Grand Forks, N.D.
headphones and used one of the mic inputs
It was too late to access aphone line,
for his hand-held mic, and did several interso the units were about to put to work. I views from the house and on the street. We
sent my news director, David Alan Pundt,
used some of the cuts on our broadcasts.
to cover the news conference. While an
KLKS also set up a remote for our
excellent newsman, Pundt is no
recent "Bean Hole Days" annual summer
technophile — but after a short primer
festival in Pequot Lakes, Minn. It was a
course, he felt comfortable using the
nice display. We partner with a client
units.
who brings in a portable party porch,
At the police department in Grand
from which our talent bases his operaForks, David set the unit up next to 60 to
tions for interviews and such.
70 other broadcasters at the media conferOverall, the sound quality is as good
ence. Because the unit has two mic/line
or better than that of analog lines, and it
inputs, he used one input for the podium
seemed to be better than most cell phone
microphone and the other for our live mic.
interviews we've done. However, in
He then dialed the studio unit at the station
future incarnations we would like to hear
that was connected to an analog line.
sound closer to studio quality.

KLKS, Scoop E-Z Break Local Story
Minn. Station Uses ATA Audio Codec
To Cover Abduction of College Student
by Bob Bundgaard
President
'a..KS(FM)
BREEZY POINT, Minn. Ivisited the
2003 NAB Radio Show in Philadelphia
looking for adevice that would enable us
to carry local theater live on KLKS(FM)
"K- Lakes" here in Breezy Point. We
needed something that was not tied to
land lines. A microwave RPU doesn't
work for us because of the topography
and trees in our area, and we didn't want
to string alot of line for aphone pick up.
While walking the floor, Ivisited ATA
Audio.
Italked with Alvin Sookoo, who was
doing live demonstrations with an audio
codee over a wireless (GSM) network.
The model was called the Scoop E-Z, and
it was small at four pounds and ran on Ccell batteries. Iwas impressed with the
audio quality Iheard and the portability
of the unit. Alvin told me to request a
demo and he would send a pair of units
for me to try in my environment and
applications.
A few weeks later Icontacted Alvin
and ATA to arrange the demo units. He
sent me a Scoop E-Z portable unit with
TECH

UPDATE

Henry Adds
Mix-Minus
To Consoles
Henry Engineering says its
MixMinus Plus adds amix-minus output to older or inexpensive audio mixing consoles that lack the feature. The

the built-in GSM module and a Scoop
Studio rack version; he was kind enough
to offer his T-Mobile SIM card to use as
long as Iwanted.
Iwas concerned that the GSM would
not work because we are in asmall town,

KLS Announcer John Warren
interviews Jim Oraskovich,
chairman of the Pequot Lakes
'Bean Hole Days' summer festival.
but Alvin told me Ishould not have a
problem, based on his research.
The day we received the units, KLKS
had abreaking story on our hands. Dru
Sjodin, the 22-year-old who was abducted
in North Dakota and later found murdered,
was from our town. Live news conferences
were being held at apolice department the
The company says a caller should
hear everything on the air except herself. The console must provide an
audio signal that contains all sources
that are mixed to "air," excluding the
caller's audio. (This is the concept of
mix- minus: the program mix minus
the caller's audio.) MixMinus Plus
takes asample of the program output
and the caller audio. By manipulating
the level and phase of the two signals,
it subtracts caller audio from the program mix.

"r he day we received the units, KLKS
had a breaking story on our hands.

We were surprised with the audio quality we were receiving, being that Grand
Forks was about 200 miles away. It did
not sound like acell phone, as the signal
was strong. And we liked the ability to
access the T Mobile telephone network,
which is quite extensive in our area.
The entire broadcast was a little over
an hour and the call did not get dropped.
We only had an occasional interruption
on the commentary.
Once the telephone connection is
made and the unit is turned on, it automatically sets the mode and takes about a
minute to boot. Plug in your mic and
headphones, set your levels and ready to
broadcast.
Later in the day, David drove to the
TECH

Telephone or ISDN lines are not
always available at the drop of ahat, and
RPU units can be clumsy. Scoop E-Z has
the ability to do POTS and ISDN, which
Idid not get achance to try. It is compact, immediately available and Iam
impressed with what Iheard.
KLKS has used it during news conferences crawling with TV crews and their
gear, setting up and broadcasting from
cramped spots. We have used it in the
field where power was unavailable. The
E-Z is apiece of gear every news station
should have.
For more information, including pricing, contact ATA Audio in New Jersey at
(973) 659-0555 or visit www.ataaudio.
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UPDATE

Model 220 Offers
Main and Talkback
Outputs
A . 10 to . 35 138M
8 -25 to - 50 138M
GROUND UNUSED INPUT

HENRY ENGINEERING
Sierra Madre. California

mix- minus audio mix is required
when a console is used with a telephone hybrid, which is necessary
when both sides of a telephone call
need to be broadcast or recorded. The
hybrid "splits" a POTS line into two
circuits: receive ( output) and send
(input).
The receive circuit is caller audio, for
example the caller's voice. It is mixed
with other studio sources, such as CDs
or mics. In contrast, the send circuit is
what the caller hears.

The mix-minus signal is fed to the
hybrid's send input, enabling the caller
to hear what is on the air.
MMP offers around 30 db of caller
null, eliminates caller-echo and feedback when phone calls are broadcast
and is applicable to satellite audio systems by removing incoming audio from
areturn IFB or cue feed.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Henry Engineering in
California at (626) 355-3656 or visit
www.henryeng.com.

Studio Technologies said its Model 220 announcer's console serves as the
audio control "hub" for announcers, commentators and production talent. The
tabletop unit also is suited for sports and on- air radio broadcasting and
voiceover/narration booths. Standard connectors are used to interface microphone,
headphone, on-air, talkback and IFB signals.
A microprocessor provides the 220's logic functions, enabling control of the
unit's operation. A microphone preamplifier circuit is included for low-noise/lowdistortion amplification over a20 to 60 dB gain range. The gain is adjustable in 10
dB steps. The input is compatible with balanced dynamic and phantom-powered
microphones. The microphone power source is 48 V nominal and meets the P48
phantom standard.
Additional features include one main and two talkback outputs. The main output
serves as the on-air, or other primary feed. The company says it is an interface with
high output capability, low distortion and low noise. The talkback outputs are
intended to provide production trucks, control rooms or support personnel with talent-originated cue signals. These outputs are transformer-coupled with +4 dBu
nominal signal levels.
A compressor circuit controls the dynamic range of the signal coming from the
mic preamp, and uses alaser-trimmed voltage-controlled-amplifier integrated circuit for level control. The signal from the compressor is used by the talkback outputs.
For more information, including pricing, contact Studio Technologies in Illinois
at (847) 676-9177 or visit www.studio-tech.com.

Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

AcousticsFirst'
=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Channel Master, 1.8 meter antenna
system, Type 183, 1.8M, C-band,
offset Tx/Rx antenna System, new in
box, complete with all mounting
hardware, and instructions, mounting
post (steel pipe) not included, list
price is $ 1500, make offer. Bill
Hearst, Clarion County Bdctg, 1168
Greenville Pike, Clarion PA 16214.
814-226-4500.

Inovonics
David 715
stereo
generator/processor, 10 yrs old,
excellent condition, $ 1000. John
Wilsbach, WMSS, 214 Race St,
Middletown PA 17057.717-948-9136.

AUTOMATION

ACOUSTICS

Want to Sell
RDS AMX84 audio matrix switchers
(3), 8 stereo inputs, 4 stereo
outputs, cable, keyboards, manuals,
software, and connectors for above,
no monitors, in excellent working
condition, $5000 or BO +shpg.
Software support from RDS until
8/04. Bill Hearst, Clarion County
Bdctg, 1168 Greenville Pike, Clarion
PA 16214. 814-226-4500.
RDS
Phantom
automation
system, new in 2002, PTU mother
board, ASI audio OSP card, 4113
card. 20 gb EIDE hard drive, loaded
with AC music library updated to
3/1/04. Also have another loaded
with current and classic country
music library updated to 3/1/04.
Software support from RDS until
8/04. Bill Hearst, Clarion County
Bdctg, 1168 Greenville Pike, Clarion
PA 16214. 814-226-4500.
Arrakis
Systems
automation
systems, one DL3 and one DL4.
Both in working order, complete
systems. Call for pricing and details.
Ed Smith, WZTQ, POB 602, Centre
AL 35960. 256-927-4027.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Spotmaster cart machine, 5 deck
playback, $ 150; Spotmaster cart
machine, R/P, $250. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 315-593-1300 or
email: WAMF1309@alltel.net.
COMPLETE

OMB YAV4 FM broadcast antenna.
4 bay verticle for 6dbd omnidirectional gain. Tuned to 93.3 MHz.
Includes
power
divider,
all
hardware and (4) 16' coax jumpers
with "N" connectors, manual. Just
over ayear old, working fine when
taken down in March. Rated at
800w, $450 + shpg. Ron Kocher,
WFBO-LP, 45 Pine Hill Ln, Palm
Coast FL 32164. 386-437-4304 or
RLKocher@msn.com.

FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/Sri/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS. Inc. (800) 438-6040
S

You Know We Know Bade

.

When you can Buy a

New Antenna for about the Same Price

Benny Springer 800/696-7919

Superior Broadcast Products
Factory Direct Prices to you
Buying used equipment?

CONSOLES

Selling used equipment

Want to Sell

IÑ
.THE RIGHT
PLACE'

LPB S-13 console, Signature 3, 8
pot, 24 input. Excellent condition,
taken out of service in June 04,
$900. Jim Travis, Family Life
Network, POB 506, Bath NY
14810. 607-776-4151 ext 222.

YOU'RE

oc14 Wdorld
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
OM
IS

For more inforniation'
call Simone Fewell at
703-998-7600, ext. 154

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's &
LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's, any
Pultec EQ's & any other old tube
compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Inovonics 222 NRSC AM audio
processor with instruction, maintance,
operating manual, $350. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 315-593-1300 or email:
WAMF1300@alltel.net.

Want to Sell
Rev«
stereo
R- R's ( 2),
$1200/both, $650 each. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 315-593-1300 or
email: WAMF1300@alltel.net.

REMOTE SE
MICROWAVE

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Buy

Want to Buy
ROIRONIKOWERSAMPLATEIRCIOCERS.
new & rebuilt for Boom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

NAB Yearbook, last years. Ed
Davison, weqd@arrInet or 217-7870800.
Seeking San Francisco radio
recordings from the 1920's through
the 1980's. Stations like KYA, KSFO,
KPO, KWBR, KTAB, etc. Formats in rr, 16" radio transcription disc,
cassette, etc. I'll pay to have copies
made for me. Write or call: Ron Tamm,
140 Linden Ln # 127, Mill Valley CA
94941. 415-383-6216.
Noncommercial community station
needs several Texas Instruments TIL308 or TIL-309 seven segment
displays, as used in Moseley MRC-1.
Believe they were also used in some
Kenwoor or Yaesu ham gear. Marc
Sophos, WDFH-FM, 914-674-0900;
marc@wdltiorg.

oft

The Leader in Broadcast
a:=1 s
e are ''
Engineering Software
andEmiiimigConsuliim
7

Radii World.

Want to Buy

MISCELLANEOUS

ee

Equipment Exchange

MICROPHONES

SWE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes
Zephyrs

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
If we don't have it, we will net it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" s

s

Noncommercial community FM
station seeks Moseley MRC-1 for
parts. Looking particularly for
Texas
Instruments
TIL-308
displays used in the MRC-1 or TIL308 or TIL-309 displays from other
gear. Several needed. Marc
Sophos, WDFH-FM, 914-674-0900
or marciewdfh.orq.
Noncommercial community FM
station seeks transmitter remote
control system ( Moseley MRC
series or Burk preferred). Donation
to 5010(3) or reasonable price if
possible. Will pay shipping. Marc
Sophos, WDFH-FM, 914-6740900, or marc @ wdfh.org.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
$ir

Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-R ice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 3TN .

40

Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMContru.

fie

Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro Tm

4.)

Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with TerraIn 3DTM
Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consutting available.
(800)743-3684
Want to Buy

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

2" spot
reels
audiovIg@gte.net

Want to Sell

and

boxes.

Sescom 66J0092B mike splitter
transceivers, one primary, four
isolated secondarys. 60db shielding,
like new, six available, $20 each. Ed
Davison 217-787-0800.
TEST EQUIPMENT
TAPES/

Want to Sell

CARTS/REELS/CD's

Potomac Instruments FIM-71
FM field strength meter with case
in excellent condition, $ 3950.
Steve, 877-722-1031 or email:
info @ baycountry.com.

Want to Sell
172 carts in lazy suzan, with
rack, $200. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 315-593-1300 or email:
WAMF1300@alltel.net.

Want to Sell

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

Why Buy a Used Antenna.

contact

Want to Buy

RECORDERS

ADVERTISE!
For more information,

MPEG-2
Satellite Receivers,
LNBs, C & Ku Band Equipment.
www.daveswebshop.com, 479997-2230.
STARGUIDE
AUDIO
CARDS
REPAIRED! $ 83
per
card,
includes return shipping. Email:
nf4a@knolociy.net
for
more
information.

call Simone Fewell

STATIONS

at 703.998.7600,

Want to Sell

ext. 154.

1000 Watt Full Time AM in
Northeast Mississippi. MUST
SELL, $ 50,000 or BO. 662-4239919.

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Belar
Electronics
AMM-1
frequency & modulation monitor with
instruction book, $350. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 315-593-1300 or
email: WAMF1300@alltel.net.
Gorman- Redlich three-tower AM
antenna
monitor.
Includes
instruction manual, remote interface
cord, $450 +shpg. Dennis Weidler,
KICY, POB 820, Nome AK 99762.
800-478-5429
or
email:
dennisw@kicv.orq.

W254AJ ( 98.7FM)
in
Erie,
Pennsylvania. This is a 200 watt
translator at 204 feet above the
ground in the center of Erie. Great
coverage
no
interference
problems. Asking $ 75,000 plus
assume five year lease renewing
June of 2007. Currently paying
$365.77 per month. Equipment
included. Please contact Michael
Raley at 704-523-5555 or email at
Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Want to Buy
AM WANTED CHEAP! 478-7411710.

Radia World.
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA
PHONE: 703-998-7600

•

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2004
1x

6x

I3x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$105

100

95

90

10-19 col inch (per inch)

$90

80

70

60

Distributor Directory

$130

125

120

115

Professional Card

$100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services

$195

165

140

119

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad
Manager, to reserve space in the next issue.

Use

your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.
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TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

IMIT

From the toll to the small
WWW.BEXT.COM

888 239 8462
Tronsmittersi ami"11111111

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

2000 PTek F/125E, fully frequency
agile, puts out over 30 watts wide
open, rated at 25w, very clean
output, no spurious emissions or
harmonics, specs out better than Pt
73 requires. Manual included. Very
low hours, used as back-up and no
longer needed, $650 +shpg. Ron
Kocher, WFBO-LP, 45 Pine Hill Ln,
Palm Coast FL 32164. 386-437-4304
or RLKocher@msn.com.

S
OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc 1800) 438-6040
S

World Leader
In
11,1e
111
NACKAL
3C*

AM - FM
Transmitters

'Now touoaa 34tN year

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock
All Powers • Manufactures • Instruction Books
•Spares A All Complete

Visit our Wobsde

www.besco -int.com
,Or

Call Fob Malany, National/Intl Sales
at

321-960-4001

- You

Know We Know Radio"

RCA
BTA1S
1000/500
watt
broadcast transmitter with new
matched pair of 400-C power tubes
in transmitter plus spares. AM crystal
oscillator at 1300 in transmitter with
manuals, $3000. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 315-593-1300 or email:
WAMF1300@alltelnet.

Why Buy a Used Transmitter. When you can Buy
a New Transmitter for about the Same Price
contact

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
USED FA!
1.5kw

1987

BE FMI 5A

3.5kw

1988

BE FM3 5A

Benny Springer 800/696-7919

Superior Broadcast Products
Factory Direct Prices to you

VHF AND UHF 10 wto ••
TV Antennas
TV STL
iffilli2OLIRAIISAMEE64
lkw
UHF
1992
Acrodyne
10kw
UHF
2000
hew T614C
(Like new-60 hrs.& use)

1992

Hams 1113 5

10/12kw

1980

CCA 12.000E

10kw

1980

Haros FM 10K

20kw

1976

Collins 133162

20kir

1982

Hams FM2OK

25kw

1980

CSI T-25- FA (Amplifier Onisil

251w

1982

Hams FM25K

30kw

1986

BE FM308

50kw

1982

Hams Combiner w/auto exciter-transminer watcher

lkw

1962

Continental 3149-1

Haros DIGIT. 2002
BE FX 30
Continental 862E

lkw

1987

Haros SX1A Solid State

2.5kw

1999

Hams Gates ? Solid State

10kw

1986

Hams MW108

50kw

1985

Continental 317C2

50kw

1985

Hams MW50C3

50kw

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50 Solid State

Nautel ND- 1 1kW AM transmitter,
excellent condition, purchased
from Transcom in 9/2002. Asking
$8500/130. Lauri Foster, X- Star
Mgmt Inc., 422 First St, Manistee
MI 49660. 231-723-9433 or xstar @ t-one.net.

116601.MITTR5

FidSE011=194/MilfliT
BGW 85
Crown D-75
Audiornelncs Stereo Distnbotion Amplifier
Beier AMM3 Modulaban Mannar
Hams AMS-G1 AM Stereo Generator
Inoyonics AM Stereo Audio Processor
Kintroneos 50kw AM RF Switch
Potomac Phase Monitor 85419 w/sarnpler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60he 1KVA s- phase
Audio Amplifiers:

IMEQ.AKIRANAITTIF-60

Three 1000 watt AM xmtrs, each
tuned to adifferent frequency. Call
for pricing and details. Ed Smith,
WZTO, POB 602, Centre AL
35960. 256-927-4027.

AND MUCH MORE
CALL US FORA QUOTE'

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

Energy-Onix SST- 100, 100 watt
exciter,
used mostly as an
emergency
standby
system,
excellent performance, $ 2000.
Anthony Gonza, KLVT, 6005
Peoria, Lubbock TX 79413. 806470-0821.
Harris/Gates BC- 500G, 500/250
watt in fair condition, BO. Lauri
Foster, X- Star Mgmt Inc., 422
First St, Manistee MI 49660. 231723-9433 or x-star@t-one.net.

NEW TVTRANSMITTERS
A_NALOG AND DIGITAL

raAN_,SMITTERS

3.5kw

S

Continental 315R-1 AM 5 kilowatt
transmitter. Used as a daytimer for
18 years. Well maintained with many
spares. Tuned to 1260 kilohertz with
500 watt cutback. $ 12,000 & you pick
up. Ken Loggins, 615-446-4000 for
more information.
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RVR ( Bext) 1 kW PJ1000C-LCD
compact,
solid-state
tel,
broadband, no-tune, super efficient,
brand new, never used. Currently
wired for 115V, no longer needed,
too much power to use on our
current 1pfm, can arrange balance
of 2-year warranty to protect you 'til
1/19/06, $ 3995 + shpg. Ron
Kocher, WFBO-LP, 45 Pine Hill Ln,
Palm Coast FL 32164. 386-4374304 or RLKocher@msn.com.

WE, UTC, Triad, Thordson, etc
transformer collection. Audio in & out,
power WE, UTC ouncer, LS, CV,
modulation: power multitop, BO any or
all. WH Brown, VVWBC, 645 Anderson
Ct, Satellite Beach FL 32937. 321777-0265.
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DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast

industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

CONSULTANTS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
FCC Applic ations and Field Engineering

EVANS
Ass

0(1/.111.

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & nelocatiOn Studies • AM Directional Array Taneg N Proof

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( lft)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
F

infoictoseleng.i rim

651-784-7445

Fax (651) 7M-7541

EXPERTS IN
TV • DTV Transition • FM' Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

210 S.

1
ommunications Technologies, Inc.
Radio Frequency / Broadcast
Engineering Consultants

BROAD( AS If FiNICAI Cossu lISN rs

Euu sc-rvice

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real lime 3-D Displays

From Allocation to

•Interference calculations

Operation Am/miry/Aux Services:

AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•Cost effective mapping

FicklMairt;Antenna and

•Fully Integrated databases

Facilities Ocsipi

P.O. Box 1130 N Marlton, NJ 08053
Tel: 856/985-0077
Fax: 856/985-8124
web: commtechrf.com
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

A

()re ,*.
15 years engineering

'

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

and consulting experience
912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wgialidinhrocis,con,

Visa us on the wet, at www.raelmson_Con,

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

iui

Houston. Texas

888-625-5648
AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
I> Complete Tower Service
3> Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

Doug Vernier

llelecornmunIcatIon Consultents

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
Custom mapping service

RELD WORK A SPECIALITY

Frequency searches
Propagation prediction

FCC application preparation

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

ling

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements
300-258-7921 •

Market Anal> sis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping

Fax 304-258-7927

SPACE IS

Sales Marketing Packages
To advertise, call Simone

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

Fs» Om Cesamicatless
snrad.,,,t con,e.tor, & onsultants

AM/FIWTV/LPTV/DTV
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'

Member AFCCE

101 Den..1 Sg, ME. Demotes. GA - /06 178-6811

Structural Analysis

ostswople

2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: linkesurcom.com web: www.surcorn ,

Main St.. Thiensvelle, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045

http:/Avvev.evansassoc.com

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

info'« dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

at 703-998-7600,
ext. 154.
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oftware for

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengrOaol.com

Are You a
Distributor?
ADVERTISE HERE!

Space is available.
Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
NEW

TUBES

FREE SHIPPING WITHIN

Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE

01.W
SD

HELP WANTED

Acrian

Please contact us for pricing and deiiVery at:
Phone: 954-344-7379

BEST PRICE AND
WARRANTY

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts

• E1MAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO

New USA manufactured tubes
3CX and 4CX series
3000 hr. full no hassle warranty
(starts at installation)

SVETLANA

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

800-737-2787
rta.corn

766-744-

800-870-9233

We Export

Web; wwieulparts.co

www.rjbbroadcast.com

Manager of Engineering

C Electronics

WSBC Broadcasting is looking for a Manager of
Engineering. We now own five
AM stations & one FM station
in the Chicago area. We need
an experienced person, familiar with AM directional patterns and multi- tower arrays.
In addition, the person will he
involved in all engineering and
technology aspects for this
growing company. Resumes,
job & salary history to: Harvey
Wells, NINE- FM, 6012 South
Pulaski Rd, Chicago IL 60629.
WSBC Broadcasting is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

PROMOTS YOUR
SIMMS*

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, SUS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES. RADIO LINK
RPU. MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

mum ••••••

SVETLANA

MM.»
Paw, /nimbus

USA DISTFtatt

ses1

Pro-Tek®
1 EEV

EcyE

, it

To advertise,

at

To Order.
1-800-881-2374

Othri,

STOCK

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

BEST SERVICE

ext. 154
or e-mail:

=

3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill. FL 3-1609

POSITIONS WANTED

call 703-998-7600,

FAro,

plétUCE•S

3.52-(188-2374

sfewell@imaspub.com.

Fax 352-6X3-9595

WebsIte: www.dandrelearitaim.rom

I.

Friendly, eager to work, ISCET
Certified, commercial FCC license
with radar, NABER Certified two way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst CE, FT, PT, contract,
AM/FM, cable, TV. Mitchell Rakoff,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com or 718969-5224, or write: 110-64 Queens
Blve, PMB# 494, Forest Hills NY
11375-6347.
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all information:

Young talent ready to take on the
wide world of radio broadcasting as
sportscaster or music guru. Willing to
relocate. Roy, 405-395-9699.
Are you seeking proficiency,
prefessionalism, extensive knowledge
of
digital
production,
on-air
domination and awilling to relocate?
Contact Dony, 405-818-7973 or
leed302002@yahoo.com.

G

Money, money, money! Rcokie seeks
job in board ops, production, news, etc.
Enthusiastic young lady is willing to
relocate. Kristy, 405-604-0567.
16 years of entertainment
experience. Self- motivated, hard
worker new to radio. Seeking
on-air/production position. Ready
to
relocate.
Call
Andrew
T Chandler, 469-450-1319 or
andrewT79@comcast.net.

Creative ABS graduate bursting
with enthusiasm seeks OKC area
radio station/ad agency. Copywriting,
voicing, production, news writing,
music programming. Kelly, 405-6023193 or Kreativejuices@cox.net.
Creative! Energetic! Unique! Tell
me what you think! Production,
copywriting and on-air too, put me at
your station and see what Ican do!
Lekeytha, 405-924-1407.

ABS graduate with prior radio
experience, prefer on-air position,
but also excel at digital production,
copywriting and news. Dedicated to
quality! Willing to relocate. Michael,
620-622-4412.

Ebonee
Dymond,
a highly
conscientious, multi-tasked driven,
self- motivator willing to achieve
organizational
objectives
for
deadlines and time goals. Carlene,
405-641-3076.

I look forward to a career in
broadcasting Fresh out of school.
Dallas is home, and I
am here to stay.
Bary Hetherington: bmh@family.net.

Recent ABS grad looking for her
place on the radio. Energetic,
hardworking and willing to relocate.
Barbie,
405-819-2283
or
bmaguire@mahaffeygore.com.

Jason

Walters,
sandman
71JMW@yahoo.com.
Young,
enthusiastic, energetic. Great
voice,
willing
to
relocate,
commercial writing virtuoso, work
well with Cool Edit. Fast learner,
eager to start first job.
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides

a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged This FREE service does not apply lo Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a pad basis only
Send your listings to us by tilling out the form below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear The Semis run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are you currently
Please print and include

—1 Yes
Signature

a subscriber

to Radio World?

WTS J WTB J Category:

—INo

Make:

Date

\

Brief Description:
Contact Name
Title
'i lls ,..

Company/Station._
Address
WTS J WTB -ICategory:

City/State
Zip

r

(check us out, we are more than tubes!)

I.

e

TUBE

What you want, Ican be for afee
- Boss Hawg. Rookie
DJ,
production and sales, ready to
work for you. Will even answer
phones. Ravin, 405-843-2757.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS has
an immediate opening for a Digital
Customer Service Engineer. Applicant
must have an Associates Degree of
Applied Science in Electronics or
equivalent, a minimum of 2 years
experience in the radio industry or equivalent, be willing to travel 25% of the time and relocate to Quincy, IL. Experience
with the Broadcast Electronics AudioVAULT system is preferred, but not required. Submit your resume via email to:
service@bdcastcom, or fax it to 217-224-9607, attention
Digital Customer Service Manager. For more information, visit
our website www.bdcastcomfjobs.html. All inquiries will be held
in strict confidence. ECIE.

Fax: 954-344-7310

Dave la'den: doildenerfoowers corn

RF PARTS -CO.

NEW

E iVI Ire IL Olrivi E

U.S.A

MR1:
13L1'
BL V

& 24 Hr service on transmi_tting tubes &
sockets/ports new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent at
402-493-1886
day
or
night,
www.goodrichenterpnses.com

Se Habla Español

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

Make:

Model:

Brief Description:

Code

Telephone
Brokers. dealers. manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. I,ine ad listings 8t display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
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PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966
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•READER'S

has been an invaluable asset in my career, and I
\ thank you."
Jim Hoge
President and GM
WPOZ/WEAZ
Orlando, Fla.

Local Concern
On Jan. 12, " triopolist" Clear
Channel Communications announced
the creation of " local- market advisory
boards" to counter what the Wall Street
Journal calls " lingering image problems." The purported purpose of this
move, which supposedly will get the
opinions of community leaders, is to
"discuss issues of local concern."
The owner of some 1,200 stations in
300 markets, which along with the other two members of the troika control
85 percent of the country's radio stations thanks to our public-spirited
FCC, has stated that it doesn't promise
to adopt any of the suggestions of the
community leaders, who will be selected by CCC's local stations managers.
Oh, boy.
Maybe this lip service will get CCC
off the hook in the eyes of some. But if
one believes that local interests will
have any bearing on CCC's national
network originations format, I'd say to
that ( lone) naïve believer: surely you're
not in broadcasting and most assuredly
you don't ever listen to the radio —
other than NPR, XM or Sirius.
Oliver Berliner
SounDesign Engineers
Bozman, Md.

NAB and RIAA
The history of radio programming is
"the big guys only copied the little
guys." Rock and roll started with daytimers, spread to low-power full-timers
and eventually the big guys picked it
up — same with modern country. The
heads at the top have always been hollow.
With the failure of the NAB to avoid
paying RIAA for the right to play
records, it appears the industry has lost
its clout.
Therefore, if they can hold the
RIAA at bay ( Idon't expect them to
hold XM at bay), I'd say it's only a
matter of a few years before the satellite people will have a sales force in
every market — " this traffic update
brought to you by Hometown Ford."
NAB is the Chicago Cubs of trade
organizations.
Bill Taylor
Owner
KQSS(FM)
Miami, Ariz.

Don't Toss That
Manual
In response to your editorial, " We
Need Better Documentation" (
Reader's
Forum, April 7), there's abit of aparadox at work here. While there are certain products that should provide more
documentation, there's also a sizeable
group who never read it. For example,
Irecently saw a post on BNET at
www.broadcast.net, in which the writer
stated:
"One of America's biggest problems
when it comes to technology is that

we've become a nation of ' manual
tossers.' Nobody reads the manual, and
then they get mad at the manufacturer
when they can't get it to work right."
At Telos/Omnia, many customers
tell us they don't have time to read a
manual, yet there are many instances
where the reported problem could easily have been solved via the manual.
Conversely, most computer applications are packaged with a CD-ROM
and atwo page leaflet- like guide to get
the program installed, and from there,
the user is on his own. I've noticed this
with computer hardware, too.
We try to produce comprehensive
manuals that contain quick setup
guides so the units can be installed
quickly. Yet, more in-depth information is provided for the end user looking for the theory of operation.
Manuals for Telos, Omnia and Zephyr
usually have the contributions of several writers.
Additionally, we encourage users to
frequent our Web sites, where appended information is posted. Due to software and feature upgrades, it's not
easy to quickly rewrite and reprint
manuals. Thus, the Web sites have
become valuable resources, which also
feature user feedback and tips.
Our industry has reduced, and in
some cases eliminated, the available
time for users to familiarize themselves
with equipment. The significant
demands on broadcast engineers have
resulted in time-compressed installation, setup and operation. We recognize this, and further encourage anyone
who needs assistance to contact our
support department first when they
need help.
Our goal is to get the end user up
and running as fast as possible. We
have stumbled in the past, but our dedicated engineers care about the needs of
all our customers.
Frank Foui
Omnia/Telos Systems
Cleveland

How to
Submit Letters
Radio World welcomes your point
of view on any topic related to the
U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Letters should be 100 to 300
words long; the shorter the letter, the
better chance it will be published in
full. We reserve the right to edit
material for space. Longer commentaries are welcome but may not
reach print as quickly.
Include your name, address and
contact information, as well as your
job title and company if appropriate.
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworld@ imaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World,
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041.
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Keeping Score
Iread with great interest the article by
Tony Lopez ("Taking Wireless to aNew
Level," March 10). While Ido agree with
Tony that using wireless for remotes is still
in its infancy, it is interesting to note that
we here at WASK(AM-FM)/WKOA(FM)
have been doing remotes in this manner for
the last two years.
Steve Truex
Chief Engineer
WASK/WKOA
Lafayette, Ind.

Where Has All the Quality Gone?

Regarding the "HD Radio Scorecard"
(March 28): WOAH(FM)'s market is
Hinesville/Glennville, Ga., and the licensee
is Broadcast Executives Corp., not Bullie
Broadcasting Corp., as was printed.
Jim Lewis
Broadcast Executives Corp.
Hinesville, Ga.

How Many
NABs?
These letters were written in response
to the RW Online item, " 30 NABs for
Hallilcainen."
My first was Houston, Texas, 1974.
Twenty-five shows as a vendor for
Harris, Scientific Atlanta, Moseley and
Gray. Five, including the last three, as
station/engineering management.
When can Iquit?
Mark G. Fehlig, PE., CPBE, CBNT
Director of Engineering
Georgia Public Broadcasting
Atlanta
Isaw the article about Harold Hallikainen
attending 30 NAB conventions and noted
the request for others with such longevity.
Ihave attended 43 NABs.
Others Iknow of are Tom Keller, a
consultant who has attended 50+ shows;
Bernie Weiss of Energy-Onix, 47; and
Lou Wetzel, also aconsultant, 45.
Dick Burden
Canoga Park, Calif

Speech Credibility
A big Amen to Kenneth MacHarg's
guest commentary ("Where Has All the
Quality Gone?," March 1). MacHarg puts it

Give Us a Break

FORUM.

diplomatically when he describes the areas
of "malfunction" or should Isay "dysfunction" of today's radio (are you listening,
Infinity and Clear Channel?), which for the
most part has become asorry state.
As aradio vet of over 30 years, Iam
appalled and embarrassed when Ihear the

grossly incorrect pronunciations and word
slurring by untrained announcers — or
more likely interns who aren't paid. Maybe
President Bush never worried about it
("nuke-ular" vs. "nuclear"), but somebody
who is supposed to be trained on news
radio? Geeesh ... This announcer/news
reporter never settled for anything less than
totally professionally done work and never
will. Mega-broadcasters may not care what
their sound is, but the rest of us do.
Veteran NBC news reporter Edwin
Newman stood for excellence in broadcasting, reporting and superb command
of the English language and its complex
construction. Iwill always be grateful to
Mr. Newman and others like him. People
who sweat the details and care how the
finished product is presented deserve
credit. Those in the industry today who
think otherwise don't deserve to be in
front of the mic or behind the keyboard.
John Curtis
J. Curtis Communications
Los Osos, Calif

Nobody's Airwaves
Paul McLane's April 7 editorial
brought up akey issue. There exists akey
difference between liberty and license.
Liberty involves responsibility and
respect for our laws, customs and rights.
There is an implied understanding of
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Last October, the FCC forced radio stations to implement aformal process of coordi-

nation for the use of 950 MHz aural studio-to-transmitter links. Ironically the Powell
Commission, known for its deregulatory passion on the topic of station ownership,
showed itself willing to increase the regulatory burden in this small, but widely used,
chunk of spectrum.
In its actions, the FCC rejected the comments filed by the Society of Broadcast
Engineers, which warned that the commission's own database of existing aural
Broadcast Auxiliary Service users was rife with errors and no guidelines for proper frequency coordination of these services existed.
It is worth noting that the SBE knows something about frequency coordination in the
aural STL band. Volunteer SBE frequency coordinators have been successfully managing the use of 950 MHz band STLs for decades.
As part of the new rules, all applicants for use of the 950 MHz band must provide a
certification that any new use will protect existing users. That seems fair enough. But
without providing an accurate standard to predict interference, it is hard to see how this
process improves upon the experience and knowledge of the old volunteer frequency
coordinators, who also could be easily contacted if aproblem did occur.
Further, the FCC called for all applicants to perform a "prior coordination" with existing users. The goal of this process is to allow existing users the opportunity to evaluate
the interference potential for themselves. However, without published interference
guidelines, it is hard to see how any amount of prior notice will aid an individual station.
And the commercial frequency coordinators, lacking solid regulatory guidance, have
responded to this requirement in abizarre fashion.
It is now routine to receive dozens of PCNs (Prior Coordination Notices) on aweekly
basis at atypical major-market radio station. Most PCNs are completely irrelevant to the
station that receives them. A recent example at one radio station was aflood of notices
(all featuring minor differences) that detailed the imminent construction of anew service
on 22 GHz, obviously not apotential interferer to users at 950 MHz. Confronted with
this overload of useless information, the impulse is to simply throw them all away.
It would seem that in trying to improve operations in the aural STL band, the FCC
may have broken something that didn't need to be fixed. Unfortunately, it's probably too
late to turn back the clock to the old volunteer process. To move forward, the FCC
should fix the current nonsense and get serious about creating the necessary interference
guidelines. Perhaps the SBE would be willing to help.
In the meantime, it would be nice if the commercial companies that are doing the coordination would refrain from their current practice of sending PCNs to every user, regardless of
potential for interference. By using abit of common sense, it should be possible to reduce
the number of PCNs to asmall fraction of their current volume, and give us abreak.
—

rights and limitations in a democracy
such as ours. However, license implies a
certain abuse of liberty.
Idecry the poor judgment and taste
utilized by some broadcasters. By the
same token, Iam perplexed as to how
one legislates against bad taste without
trampling on the First Amendment.
What's next? Legislation on what books
may be read?
Idisagree with his statement that the
channels utilized by broadcasters "belong
to you and me." What he is saying is that
the public owns the airwaves, but there is
no law, rule or regulation that confers the
ownership of the airwaves to anyone.
Technology created frequencies and those
signals pass through the air. Airplanes fly
through the air, but that does not confer
ownership of the airlines to the public.
Regulation of an industry by agovernmental agency does not confer ownership
of that industry to the public.

Yes, the broadcasting industry is regulated and the government (FCC) issues licenses to broadcasters. But the broadcasters do
not own the frequencies, nor does the public
— no one owns them. McLane is correct
that the FCC grants licenses based on serving the public interest. However, there is no
standard or definition of public interest.
Each licensee must determine that manner
in which the licensee will strive to serve the
public. There are numerous means by
which to accomplish that service.
Lowry May does his company and the
industry adisservice by making remarks
such as "Clear Channel is in the business
of selling Fords, etc." History indicates
that the most successful broadcasters are
those who provide exemplary service to
their communities and listeners.
Robert L Fox
Past Chairman of the
NAB Radio Board
Pacific Palisades, Calif
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Console
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY!

W HEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8- character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control, and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external. computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact

Wheatstone— the digital audio people!

sciles@whecitstone.
tel 252-638-7000

w.wheatstone.corn
copyright 0 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation
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Control

Surface for High- Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
s7.eel construction, easy servicing, and a
clean yet compact layout.
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ONE CAT5W IRE conveys all the control from this
surface to VVheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring

selectable talkoack communication and adjacent

any system source ( inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot ( source visibility software

the operator informed and in control.

controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For

settings for eacn operator's task and recall them by

example, you could allow ( or software disallow) your

button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user

news console to go to your on- air chain, or feed any

programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus

mix desired to atalent or remote position.

additional programmable TALK ,buttons for IFB

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call- ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide

channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
simply spinning an encoder and hitt ng a TAKE

functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certa nthat his signal is c, ean,

errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each

his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let

with independent caller and fader feeds, user

your operators work fast arcl accurately!

t_y-to
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com

the. digital (audio le.aciers
vvvy NA./ _wheatstc, h e _ cc) n---)
Made in USA
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